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HOW TO USE THE HANDBOOK

The handbook is divided into two sections: the procedural guide,-and the set of 30 illustrated,
teChniqued. The procedural guide contains seven steps designed to lead a career.educatign advocate
thrOugh the process okf implementing a product. These steps delve intiisuch basic problems as the
silectiOn of the person in the school system who must be influenced to use areet/iladucatiorrmateri-
als, etc. You will want to read these steps carefully to understand the cy'cle leading from the estab-
liihment of' an objective (step 1) through the reformulation of the implementation strategy (step 7).

. ,

The techniques section, as suggesteq, by the title, contains idekts for influencing others, tp accept
career education. glieiOchniqUes are tools: hich should be used carefully eVer) dautipusly,

arid Under' specific onilition0
.of situatiors.-i'FC<O

of triew.prOgramOt it not ap-
ucatlim Prograth... The 30 ficti;

skilled educatOr-:- Tfie:teChoiqu,eishouldbe used for specific objedtive
only Raret:ywciuld a singliftechnique.apply to any differs}
,tvawspalierarticle is fine for the pidpose of maki everyone wai
propriateifor evaluating the desirability of continu ng the care
nfques in this sgction should be used as a resource; the tedhniques have been pla,Ced in a-format Which
alloWs you to spread them out for consideration.

4
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GLIASAR Y

t
A0vcicate--/31e termTadvocate" is used to refer to anyone-who has accept e responiibilitY of

influencing otheritojise cereerfeducation'products aild materials', M Often,in this handbook,
it Is'iisep sponymodshi with .the position of loaal,difer ctor of a Career educatio project. The
4 e of alocal direct i.-?la sin individual, in the position of initiating actions to influence -J a'local

*14; '

7 ig.,
client - -Most often-it fhisAan boOk, the term ''client" refers to the personibt persons who are ex-persons

,
petted by.theadyckate t the ,peteer education matecials. The,,term "client" should be

vloterPretad,broadly as the audiepte; which includes adininistrators, school: board members,
.'memberi of the , students, teacheri,guidancecOuriselors, Fici,,others who are in

2. 4-a poSition to use.the prod ct. The client may be, in a sUperordinate es well as a subordinate
position to the-advocate.' he technique's are used by the advocate to influence the client to

v

. accept career education. The circurnstances/es
a

of implementatiOn vary widely from setting to
setting. This makes t e. selection of techniques unique event. '

- . .
. , it 4- - " -- ' e

ImplemeritatiohThis term efers.to educational O- touts or products. Educational products, unlike
)refrigerators, are.not mecbanical devices whic Car,be, !iinst*Iled" in. a Mechanical fashion.
...Rather, they are, materials: SUCh,ascurriculfirn gOideWhich:requir0 knoWledge of the in-
tended user (ttudents, in inmost t46).asVvell.aa knowledge of the curriculu4i. I mplemental
tioh is a process requirei'skill in interpreting' likely re' ponses-of users+incl in assessing
conditions .`.A product is "implemented" if it is being Aid end. liked. +

, r
)

PrixtuitA product is a method, and/or material wit' h,can be transported to another Site to solve
.a simikar: oblem. It is not the solution to a pro lern, butemea s toward the resolution of a

0
.

* problem. PieqUently, products in education tak theefotnn of cu riculum.guides or other pro -
cedures t make the teaching-learningpOcess bre effective. A. product also can be consum-
able materials such as a workbook or overhead projeCtor'slige AS used in this handbook, the
ter,n-iroduct" does not refer to students. ,f,

4 -j
,

Strategy"Strategy" as used in career educatiorrimPlemetation:rifers to thtdeielOpment of the
,- combined use of techniquei, and ahinterpretatioy of user-responsinotNeprOduct.so as to

achieve attentive and effectiVe,career-educatiori implemenfation." ,

1,

TechniqueA techni ue is a discreet action taken t hieve'efimited', enab ing or' incremental,
objective (an in rmediateObjectiiie designed to h you achieve ade(17subsequent, or
terminal objective). A technique is specifid to'the ob' ctive being achiev4...;Usually, objec-
tives will teary depending upon the stage of the implem tation procesS:ir, forep,it'may bp4e
necessary to use a different technique to achieve similar results late') e ject (when time
and money is limited) than in the beginning of tile project. techniques s in this.hand-
book are each classified as either informative, Pei!suasi 'i: direAto Suah a classifiCation
must be tentative because the Manner in which4.techAi ' s depends upon conditions
and circumstances present at the time of use.A is di icu and ' ise to prescribe the use of

-, a technique in advance because the conditions in an im rtentglb ting change from day
k,---to day.
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This section Of he Career Education Product Installation Handbook provides the reader with
oundirlt t, tiorron 'four major questions and answers. The answers to these questions be-

. 1'

the perfo -.- - specifications for the h'andbook as it was being developed. r .

.., . .

What are,the Asiumptions Made by the Handbook Developers?
.). , ,.. I1

What is the Purpose of the Handbook?
.

. INTRODUCTION

Should*Use the Handbobk?

hy-Develop a Career Education Program?

The goal of this handbook is to help users anticipate some of the proble sual* experienced
by careeroducation advocates and select implementation techniques to overcome these problems.
The applicatiorrof these techniques to your home setting cannot beprestribed) Too many factors
unknown to.the authois must be taken'in o account during the fortnulation of an implementation
strategy to make the handbook prescripti e. However, this handbook does suggest some general uses

-of thirty implementation techniques. So e of these technique's require bold initiatives on the part
,of the implementation edvocate. We hope the comments related to the techniques give you confi-
dence ire using them. It is possible for a project director to be too timid in attempting to influence ,

.

persons iMportant to the success of the implementation effort. J ' ..' f

Perhips it iscappropriate at this point in' theintroductiOn fol. the authors to affirm their belief
ihthe fundamental integrity of the individual, both advocate and client 'IMplementation activities
which result in the product being accepted by the client And incorporated into the ichooklistrict
usually take place in arratmosphere of trust and mutual respect. TeacherS and other users of the

' product can subvert career education if they do not believe in it A person may abuse the privileges
osttSand respo ilities of professional condUct in the short run and appear to be successful;but the long

run stay power of a career education ptoduct may well depend upon the honest and forthright
positions which shouldlitaken by both advocate and client. The quality of the interpersonal re-
latior4hips among persons in an educational organization., must be-Maintained; for it can contribute
greatly. to the ease of implementing career education products.

What Are the Assumptions Made by the HandboOk Developers?

The handbook was delimited:in scope by the developers in an effort to. provide qUality informa-
.

tion on a seleqed set of problems faced by career education project directors. Certain aspects of
program planrking and evaluation, ere.excluded. Four of the followihg five steps, inherent in the
conduct of any research and devetOpment project, are not included in the s° of work for the
handbook. Only the implementation of career education products forms the foc of the handbook.

1., Philosophical Commitment tO Career Education'
. ,

2. Assessment of Need for Change in Present System



'N,
Search and Selection of Career Education PIrOdUCtS

Implementatidri of Career Education Products

6. Maintenance of Career Education

The developers have assumr tat a problem has already"been identified by those individuars
Who arfundinglhe implementation of the career edUcatiOn'prodUct(s). It is urifbrtunate the too '

many times the detailS of the problem are not made explicii, beCoute problem identificatiOn fre-
quently hdlds'the key to potential resolution. YoU'ihoulddetermine,for yourself the, problem
which is being resolved bythe use of the-implementation techniques.

Another assumption made by the product is the existence of a ielatiVely valid and
reliable career educatiOn product to be, implemented in.an identified setting This assumption is es.;
pecially tenuous since valid and reliable productsare difficult .to develop.. Nevertheless, implementa-
tion of equality product(s) should be the goal of product developers; Userstheve 4 right-to expect
such quality.

A third assumption Ide by the handbook developers is the presence of a pr'olect director wfia
is sensitive to the problems and needs of the intended Users of the produCt. If you are new in your
positiory, it will be more difficult for you to know. the situation as well as a person who has been
with the educational 'agency for a longer period of time However, a project direct& whO is.percep-
tive to bhanges in the way others respond to his/her actions can take note of the situation and search
for logical explanations. The handbook is a resource tool for project direptors to Use in planning;
analyzing, and evaluating their formulation of career education' product irinplementatjon strategies.

What is the Purpose of the Handbook?

This handbook is designet as-a resource for project directors and others who.have as their mis-
sion the implementation of career education Products. It is written at an operational level, nOt ai the
conceptual: level. It should help you, as project directors, plan for career education activities by sug--
,gesting the need to consider, variables which may often 'be oVerloOked. It can be used as a tool for
recording events for. ,the purpose of lateranalysis. The examination of past mistakes aAd successes
can help improve youl- future use of implementation techniques. Specifically, the handbook should
help'advbcates of career education:

,describe career education products in a manner which is apPealing to,the 'mended users

diagnose barriers to systematic pr ss in the implementation of produCts

planplan for implementation activities with time and cost Cbnstraints

select implementation techniques to attain indernentaldpbjectiyek in the imPler'nentation ,

strategy.

evaluate the impact of product implementation activities

, This handbook is process oriented, not product specific. The use of a particular career educa-
tion product usually requires rather specific information whiCh is unique to.the product; e.g., a



curriculum,unit usually includes resource materials which aid the teacher in using the materials.
::Unique iniormation on how to use such Materials'is not included in this Itandbook. To expect the
handbook to address the diversity of products andthexlifferent kinds of user.settings IS highly un-

- realistic. -
The handbook can address implementitiOn problems.. It should help advocate; consider such

questionkas:
,

,,When and how should teachers be allowed release time to coordinate career education
activities?.

Should materials be developed inhouse rather,than purchased' from an outside source?
?

,Should detailed information be made available to the community?
!,

Mien and hOW should a member of the career education program staff be replaced?

Should the local reprgentative of the teacheri' union or association be asked to endorse
career education?

Who Will Use the Handbook?

,! This handbook can be used by all individuals who advocate the use of career education products
in public schools or other agencies where educational activities are conducted. This advocacy may
Nice the forin of active support for the use of specific products, or it may take more subtle forms,
such as the informal approval bestowed on a product by an opinion leader. The handbook is seen
ash reference in the formulation of an implementation strategy. Suctc-a-reference may be distributed
bj/.)tate consultants to local project directors or the handbook-may be used by teacher educators to
teach implementation techniques. However,. the primary intended use is by career education project
directors in school districts so funded.

The handbook is most useful at the local revel of school systems, where teachers and other, indi-
viduals have direct contact with students. It may be used by administrators to organize a program.
However, the handbook focuses on the selection and use of implementation techniques, not the for
mation of advisory councils, curriculum development,ond simular activities.

Individuals in many different types of educational agencies will also find the handbook useful
if they are influencing others to accept career education .

Why Develop a Career Education Program?

The rationale for career education stems from a call for educational reform which would effec-
tively address both the social concerns of education and the individual learner's personal develop-
ment process. A commitment to such reform can be found in local school board resolutions and
state legislative mandates which reflect a thorough understanding of the developmental processes
inherent in a comprehensive career education program. Effective career education programs require
an agreed-upon comprehensive definition of career education, as well as procedures whiCh enhance
basic philosophic concerns.



Some of these concerns are identified in the folloWing statements, but the responsibility for
generating the policy statements supporting career education rests with you and other leaders at the
state and local levels.

,'Plireer education: A Definition

'A definition of career education (which achieves a "fit" with the rationale for educational re-
forth, which is conceptually' developmental, whichextends educational experiences beyond the for-
mal educational systems and yet which does ndt purport to encompass the universe of an individual's
way of life) would proceed as follows:.

Career education is the totality of experiences through which one learns about and
prepares to engage in work as part of her or his way of living.

There'are essential conceptual and programmatic concerns inherent in stYch a definition of ca-
reer education. If you see the four concerns discussed below not as tested "truths" to.be accepted
in all situations, or for all constituencies, but primarily as descriptive aspects of any consideration of
career education planning and implementation, then your work may progress deliberatively, attentively,
and,realisticallY.

Some Basic Philosophic Concern

1., Career Education as Part of Personal Development

1

Both career education and personal development involve maturational patterns which dif
fer from' individual to individual and from year to year. For example, work values become
part of an individual's value system early in life, and these values are subject to change.
Likewise, occupational exploration and decision-making are continually influenced by the
individual's environment and culture. Similarly, changes in the individual's personal ob-
jectives influence career choice.

2: Career Education as a Tool for Addressing a Changing Occupational Arena

If students can relate what they learn in school to personally-valued habits, they will more
easily be able to adapt to a society in which technology is advancing, and occupations are
changing, with unprecedented speed.

Today's cosmopolitan society requires career education which attends to pluralistic work
values, not to one work ethic, so that individuals can better address their reasons for work-
ing at all.

Also, since "work" in our society includes activities which are unpaid, career education must
concern itself with the work of the student-learner, volunteer worker, adult learner, and full-
time homemaker.

3. Limilions of Access to Career Development

Occupational stereotyping, socioeconomic status, alienation among students and teachers
and workers, parental attitudes, and exclusion of certain potential constituencies from

1 Elements of these concerns may be found in
tion, 1975.

tke U.S.O.E. Policy Statement on Career Educa-



career education programs are all hindrances to personal career development and informed
occupational choice-making.

'Occupational stereotyping does little to capacitate fernalps and minorities to enter occupa-
tions traditionally closed to them (e.g., for females, the machinist,'pilot, and auto mechanic
occupations, and for minvities, the higher skill level and professional jobs). Low socio-
economic status can successfully limit even an individual's perceptions of opportunities,.

A

Alienation among works can at best be momentarily compensated. Parental attitudes
are often powerful forces which can significantly alter a student's independenedecision.
And the exclusion of handicapped individuals, the old, the intellectually gifted, the poor
and wealthy, and elementary and graduate students from career education programs can
only inhibit the growth of human resources in our society.

Implementation of Career Choices Through Career Education

The social objectives of career education must help individuals to:

want towork
attain skills necessary for work as it is at preient
engage in work which is individually and socially satisfying

The individual objectives of career education should make work:

pOssible
meaningful
satisfying throughout the individual's life span

Attention to this list of concerns should allow you and other educators involved in career edu-
cation implementation to address the total development of the student as an individual. There is
strong emphasis here (and in The 1974 Education AmendmentsAppendix A) on preparation for
gainful employment and participation in society. In the Amendments, career education:

relates the schools to society

provides career development for all children

makes subject, matter relevant

bridges the gap between educatiOn and employment/the communit0.,

teaches skills for coping with change

makes education relevAnt to employment and society

eliminates distinctions between vOcational.education, general education, and academic
education

The above concerns and definitions are guides, subject to interpretation by state and local agen-
cies. Most state agencies have published statements which further define career education. Local
educatioh agency personnel should communicate with their state coordinator of career education.

I



Frequently, promotional material maybe obtained froni the state office for distribution in the
local community; some states have developed rater extensive: materials for local project directors
of career education who are extending career education into neighboring school districts as well as
their own.

The Annotated Resources section at the conclusion of this procedural. guide' provides a listing
of some of these materials. At least one state, Texas, has published a list of over 175 learner out-
comes in nine areas of career education. Such a list can be very helpful 'if you are in the process Of
defining and refining career education in your local school district. .

Many materials developed at the national, state, and local levels promote career education con-
cepts. Many attempt to relate student activities to Ale situations, e.g., the establishment of a place-
ment office within the school to assist students,in finding employment. ,Some of the productsare

f)likely to relate work opportunities to personal qualification and characteristics; 4hus, many of, the.
career education experiences may be highly individualized, ailing for diagnostic tests and folloW-up
counseling. The placement and supervision of students on the job may require teacher-coordinator
skills unfamiliar to most educational staff members. For these reasons, materials are needed which
are designed to support career education (e.g., inservice packages to train teachers in the integration

4
of occupational activities in course materials). YOur take, as a change advocate, is the implementa-
tiori of these materials in the local district. .

t,

6



DEVISIN. %AN IMPLEMENTATION $TRATEGY

4J
. .

The next section of this ha
<

dbook is divided into seven steps. These steps are intended to
suppleinent your knowledge an experience as an advocate of career education. You should find
the information useful in the processes otplanning, implementing, and evaluating your own activities
as a career education projectlirector.

.



Strategy Development Model

A brief description of the strategy development, model should help to introd 'the reader to
the primary dimensions. It contains elements of program planning, implementation guidelines and
assessment procedures. The model contains seven steps 4sually followed in a somewhat sequential
manner. Ho Weyer, application of it in a career.education program interacts with t e environment
making the procedure dynamic and subject to change, e.g., a career education adv ate may estab 1

lish objectives for the project not knowing-the depth of ,feeling against careereduc tion among some
of the school faculty. Profiling the beliefs of the faculty could cause the advOcate to scale down im-
plementation objectives. The seven steps are: g

1. Establish incremental objectives

2. Profile infhiential elements

3. Select an Appropriate Implementation Techniques

4. Time and Sequerce ,_the Action
,,

5. :Initiate the Actions
r

/".
6. Assess the Impact of_the Actions

7. Reformulate the Strategy

e.a

A brief overview-Of each step follows:

1. Establish Incremental Objectives

L

Each career education, advocate needs an end goal for implementation of the carpel. education'
program, e.-g., the teaching of a career education unit at each grade level of 'the involvement of
career education activities in each subject area. This step is designed to establish these imple--
mentation goals. However, the goals keep changing as the program moves toward the o jectiviv..
This Makes objectives incremental, in n'ature.

An incremental objective is anobjective which is speCific to
a time and place. Objectives may be established for a day,
a week, or a year. They are incremental becaUse past per-

influence future expectations. A new time (to-
morrow) or different conditions (new students) change -

iMplementetion objectives.

There are many factors which influence the specification of implementation objectives. Only
the advocate can determine what is realistic for his/her particular situation.

18



I
Profile influential Elements

,.
di-I:program contains unique ccinditions which need to be examined before inNating iipple-

mentation proceduees. These'conditions may be the availability of career education matetri:**
als, the existance:oflearniog resourdezenters'in the community, or the interest of thelacUlly
in exploring learning activities beyOlid the classrodm. These are only a few of the potential ele-
ments which need to be assessed before initiating a career education implementation program.

4

3. Select an Appropriate Implementation Technique

This step in the model, more than the others, relies on the ability of the career edudation advo-
date to synthesize factors influencing his or her change strategy and to formulate a plampf ac-
tion. Selecting the appropriate technique calls for a knowledge of the sltuation'and; on occasion,
a,willingness to take risks by asserting career education priorities when interacting with people.

4. Time and Squence the Action

4
Frequently the difference between success and failure is the timing of the actions. Once again,

,Lonly the career education advocate is in positibn to rnake these judgments. The advocate must
know theopers n(s) to be influenced, the. proper function of the techniques, and the degree of
implementatio rgency to pi-operly time the implementatiOn plan".

.
\.--,Initiate the Actions ..------...

* This step refers to actually implementin the plans formulated to thi oint. Persons other than

/ "7t,

the career education advocate usually a e involved in launching progra activities.

6. Assess theimpattof he Acti nsc.
Like step one, this step is fundamental to the success of an implemental strategy. Each action
must be-assessed and consequences related to future implementation plans and objectives. As-

IsesSment may be very simple, such as visual observation of the impact of a speaker on an audi-
ence. Or it may be complex and time-consuming, such,as the evaluation of.career education
units. The career education advocate is responsible for relating the results of the assessment to
the use of future implementation techniquei.

7. Reformulate the Strategy
C

f,

Each cycle of program implementation provides an oppdrtunity for strategy reformulation. It
may be a small cycle such as the use ota correct technique for influencing a,specific audience,' ,
or'it may be more extensive such as the se of different career education materials to imple-
ment the concept in a school setting. R ardless of the scope, time should be set aside to at-
tend to this step.

Your attentiveness to the steps an processes discussed in thikhandbook can simulate life ex-
perienCes on the job. Real life associa ions with other persons who are equally concerned about the
quality of education provide rewards. We believe that yju want the satisfaction of having career edu-
cation implemented in your school system.

c.
As you read throt4h the steps nd processes, you ould be able to inputcqtain information

about your school district into the i plementation RI , such as:

./'
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administrators' willingness to endorse the concept
s

strength of the commitment among teachersjr career ed4ation.

3. potential Communitys-participation in educational activities

We believe this handbook can suggest techniques for Our consideration in an implementation
plan: The techniques booklet &-1-1) tains 30 ideas labeled as informative, persuasive, or directiVe. You r

will want to use such labels cautiously; because specific local circumstances have much to say about
how a technique is perceived by tlie,c1ient audience. eel in this procedural guide recommends
guidelines in the use of these.technjques. Proper diag "s of the problem must precede effective
selection of a technique. It won't do any good to use "correct" technique for the wrong problem.
(Step 2 discusses procedures,on timely identification of the proper decision-maker as well as other
similar problems associated with the implementation setting.)

.

t

Theimplementation of the plan requifes much interpersonal interaction with potential 1.7sers
of career education materials In your school, district. You must b able to work with administOators
and teachers equally well. Also, your staff requires time for coor nation of implemtntation activi-
ties..Thus; an ability to meet deadlines, and a sense of priorities hich change from day to day, are
essential characteristics of a career education product advocate.

. Evaluation plays a central el effective and reformulation Of techniques. 'Steps 6 and
7 suggest ways you can build evaluation into your i lementation plans and actions. The timing and
sequencing of techniques-,is very much an art form a pr'esent ti e. Unexpedled events mo alterrri
radically the Intended consequences of using a technique. As a caree education kdvocate, you should
be prepared to adjust objectives pr change techniques a a result of t ese events.

-;.

Ne.
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What Are the Key Considerations?

)

The objectives you 'set for use of career education products act as reference points for determin-
ing the success or failure of the implementation strategy. Objectives are extremely important because
theyrtilide al r other activities. They influence the selection of installation tactics and the procedures
you, use in implementing these tactics.

) Any person charged with responsibility for a career education program should establish-intec-
mekate, or incremental, objectives, and be prepared to establish new enabling objectives as the pro-

,gram continues. All of these objectives should be based on three fundamental considerations:

the desired behavior

the conditions present and

the §tandard of quality.expected

These considerationi should be present at all times wheneyer, new objeCtives are established.

For example, if you wanted to establish the incremental objective, "a faculty meeting will be
.held to inspire elementary school teachers to show interest inlearning.about career education imple-
mentation this year," you would be considering (1) the behavior,desired.on the part of the teachers
(I,e., demonstrations of acceptance and, enthusiasm) (2) whether'ihe teachers' worki
would allow them to do something with their, inspiiration, during the year, and (3) the City of the
hoped-for results on tfie part of the inspired teachers.

If you wanted another objective to state that "an article or announcement infohrning the pubjie.
of caiver education activities will be placed in the weekly paper_a6 0:rage of once per week," YO,u
would consider (1) the public's behavior upon reading the articleor announcement, (2) whether or
not the condition of "an average of once per week" would be too frequent or infrequent, and (3)
the quality)of the information the public was to receive.

44k.
/ N.

What is the Desired Behavior?'

The content of the objectives of a career education program should derive from the present
practices And expectations of the educational community as well as frOm the behavior desired. The
philosophical commitment to career education already should be given. Your tat, as a career edu-
cation advocate, is the determination of the nature and scope.of the implernentatron activities which
will result in an effective use of.career education materials. You must help determine what the users
should be able to do with career education products; and you can do this by establishing incremental
implementation objectives. The following questionS may be helpful to you in stating implementation
objectives:

Are the activities listed in your implementation plan' essential to the conduct of career
education?

13



Are the persons to be invOlveci in the activities capable of achieving the objectives?

,Do the implementation objectives occur in a logical order?

Can the implementation activities specified in the objectives be observed, (meaSured )?
Are_action verbs used in formulating the objectives?)

ReferenceS' which you may find helpful in formulating and stating incremental objectives include
the following:

Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Objectives: 6elmont, CA: Fraro Publisher, 1962.

Vargas, Julie S. .Writing Worthwhile Belkivioral Objectives. New York, NY: Harper &'Flow, 1972. se,

Alvir, P. Introductory Guidelines on How to Develop Learning Objectives That a -Clear and
Intere.iting Course Outcomes &"Hbw to Develop Performance Based Curricula at Ar2. Relevant
& Cost Effective Professional Competencivs. Albany, NY: Filins, 1974, (ED 1 2 421)

UnderVhat Conditions Will the Implementation Activities Take Place?

i:Most career education advocates who are directing a project find)themselves operating under
rather severe time and money',constraints. Rarely do you ever have enough time or money to de-
velop the best possible implementation strategy. Therefore, it b;comes essential for you to-deter-
mine what objectives can be met under existing conditions. Sometinies this means:

accepting objectives which, are. less desirable.thatf 'ones you really want to achieve

.delAng objectives. which wouldibe Worthwhilb but less essential than tile ones''which 4re:
scqduled in your. plan

,e0k
installing only

.
a part of the product

Before you dan begin formulating specific objectives, you will need to carefully analyze the per-
ceivedneeds of the people you serve. The objectives in your Wan 'should reflect potential barriers
which you expect t encounter as you implement career education products in your school district.

-Yotkrability to set incremental objectives which can be attained successfully, depends, in large meas-
ure, upon an accurate diagnosis of conditions present in the client school setting (step two in this
handbook).

.The condition's you identify in the client setting may facilitate, orsinhibitthe use, of career edik:
, . . ,

cation products Fpe,example; the presence of identVable'opiniOri leaders.anioniteachers.Or coun-
selors in a schol system should, help:a career education advocate identify.vOlunteers.tor"small scale
implementation activities. The presence of factioni among teachers in a sc ooi disiiict, polarized

.

along ethnic, social, or sexual lines (i.e.., the well-protected "turfs" of hone conomits and industrial
arts) should be a warning signal to a career educatiddvocate. An implemq tatort strategy for heter-

''Ibgeneous populations requires careful monitoring of public information ab ut the.prOject and exten-
sive doordination of. implementation plan4 with representatives of vested interest,grinips.

You should take every opportunity sort out those conditions in the client setting which are
most important. .The objective is not toed up with several hundred specifications of. conditions,'
but, rather, to isolate a few key considersconsiderations such as the following:

14
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Is there a regular time during the schoo1'

.

day when teachers and coordinators are able to
plan a p'rogram together? ..

k _

.
,

l`

What policies exist to inhibit or fa, ilitate the use or'copsultants from the community? t,
.

. 0 <--..
..

, -Are funds sufficient to hire substilute teachers in orderAP release teachers for curriculum
development activities? mi,

Can volunteers be used in the school system? 'I

If outside funds are being used tn the implementation- project, what assurance qo you
have from thevchool administration that career edudation will continue once the special
appropriations are depleted? ,

The incorporation of career education into the school organization at every level should be the ulti-
mate objective of each .implementation plan. Your objectives should reflect realistic conditions which
are operating to slow down or speed up the acce`qtance of career edueation. ..ii'

4 :--- v :
The following Implementation Case Sjudy can provide you with simulated practice in identifying'

positive and negative conditions prior to-formulating objective's. As you read the case study, consider
1 what positive and negative factors are likely to influence your selection and statement of increment91, ...

--lobjectives. A discussion of such factors follows the case study. . .,
, .; '.

Implementation Case Study

Yolk are the.projecdirector at the end of the first year of a three year implementation ef-
fort. It is September 1975 (the project started in September 119741). During.te .fiist year,
career education materials were intreiduced into one of "the high schools and its feeder ele-
MenterwsChools in the major city in your county schorit district, a town of 50,000. Another
high school in this city is to use career education materials in all,subjecis taught by the end
of the third year of the completed project.

In addition tO this high school in the primary metropolitan center,,there is,one high schOpl
in each of two communities of approxim*ly 2p,poo in' the county. Aslistand of approx:
imately 20 miles separate the three tpwns. You are responsible for obtaining use ofthe:ca-
reer education prqducts in these communities as well as the M5.jorirade`denter of the county.

,

- ..
. .

Results during the firstyeer'df theimplementation effort were lesS'than,spectacular Ten
teachers in..the tvventykeacher high School have tried the career education curr,iculum ma:
terials, Only half of the ten teachers are corn limentary toward the curriculum units. Some

, 'teachers are openly ccal ot the time and e rgy!whiCh.has been spent during the last year
on t project. The administrators have gran d'ost pfithe requests.you have made, but
theV re not willin+wto endorse the product to teacherS. Community leaders have.not ex-
pressed an opiniqri qbout the' project.

No advisory committee or steering committee has been formed. Some Money has been paid-'
to two coordinators (located in .the county superintendent's office) for work on the project,'
but but very little has come of their efforts'.

.
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Reports to stite staff have lagged. The ones Which haVe been rriVe show the project to be
'behind schedule and using funds atit. faster rate thaPwas budgeted at the beginningof:the...
project. To make matters worse, there zipptiari; to be a likely cutl5f 10 percent in the state

itioneypromised.to the local;` district. You have-talked.with the school board'one time ?bout'
,t tie possibility of budgeting more funds for' the. roject, but the meeting ended with-out a.
definite comMilment.. It appears unlikely that any local fundt will be allocated to career.

. education without evidence of teacher acceptance. of career education materials.

The following positkie and ilec,itive factors are described in the case study:- \
Positive. The project director has year of expeOeiTrce...:Iflis shoutti aid, him/her in diag-
nosing futur.e problems: ;Mpleinentition setting. Undoubtedly, he/shg,has established
contacts with admini4r,flois and suns: ted:.':1,iers' in the county system. The community is
not agairit'careeneclUbation, ;Ind the administrators are in favot of it Now they mast be
come advocates of the prcli.44:;,t.

Negative. Only five teachers are willing to,..soual<rout. tor career edtfCation'. We 'don'ff-know
if they are opiriTon in their school -I-h&three commanities in the county

' system are same' di,ifzince apart, thtr; making teachers' meetings after school diffigblt. More
money.isneeded to maintiiii t i program it die same level as last year, and thus' far, the ca-

.

'reer education coordination stall 11,1ye proved ineffective.

.

The two-yeal':;t frame is rel,ilivt-dy short.. Actions to mobilize the teachers in each of the
high schools must [Ye taker: inrnrechately. -inese.actions must be least cost measures. The
implemehtation,stri-itegy vviXi.have to do withotrteXt-kmples. of succeSS:in the home school
district. Perha ps. some teachers and students Qair.be-invited- in from other districts tO advo-

.cate career education...

What Standard 'of Excellence e.-; Accentrt)l-e?

, 10k-
Poor qt.Kiluy:per just because no funds.ekiS't to 'refine the-. ,

perforrnance..6r products C)111' Wdy 1;1\)1(1 I I is to obtain agreerbellt Oil .

levels ,fyerforinince.at tt9L tiny. the dssigiirnetrt is made. fipleinent,ation objectives can.hel.i'S yoU .

.esuzblish sufficient detlii to ,illeAN <in independent obserV16rtoknow if such standards have beeriamt.
4

Ccninonly, i)I lrrr tormaF.7: on;ectives specify-criteria for acceptance in the statement
of the objective. For exdril!e, stufj,elit may he required to type the. rate of 65 words per min-
ute with ()me-error before passing d tylintields;,. Or weldor rimy be reduired to execute a certain
yne of weld in a specified withstamil;o.inany pounds of pres'sure. Criteria

such as "words per minute- anti arc relatively_easy to measure.' They exhibit
T-,observable one, ties which ale not pi i LI many psychological variables.

Career rillut,Icr..1111H0111t'I )rl 1)t)p)Cl'iVPS !;110l1Ill he wvitten in 1 inaniwr-Whicla
lows for occountdhility. (;;Iwie 01 col wet dm] incur rect.ohjectives follow '



CO.RR ECT

,
At least 10 percent of die' pUpils in

. the sthool district will be exposed.,
to career education units by the
end of the school year.

At least 50 percent of; the ,high school
teachers in the pilot PrOgr,eqrill:par:-.
ticipate in credit.,coVrses'ol;blie-week
duration the week before school be-,

igins in the fall.

INCORRECT

Pupils in the school distr.' t will be
taught career ducat

Teachqrs who w
`skills Will be.alale to

service training.

gradetheir
cipate in iri

The career education product implementation objectives should contain evaluative criteria for deter-
viining when the objectives hate been attained. Even if the statements are soMewhat arbitrary the .
performance criteria provide, feedback to the advocates on how well theYiare..'doing. The extent of
the advoc ate's performance in the implementation effort can b'e.exkesSed.a number-of ways. Sorge-. . .

examples follow: _

Minimum standerds, e.g., number of people contacted

Maximum number of permissable errors, e.g.',.'nurriber of teachers rejecting the units

$pecification of time standards, .11.g., date by which the implementation technique is to be
irrp:regtented

Tolerance, eg.., thecbi!ity to rithstarrd ambiguous evaluations.

Expected pereent successful, e.g.; number of students placed. in jobs

The following list of i-mplementation objectivesvinelude criteria for evaluation (performance
enteria.

A monthly newsletter- will be developecl'anddisltribut:(idto help 79% of the teachers in Central
High School respond favorably to implementation of-career education.

Three of the ten high schools in the county this:Year will implement career-eclueatiOn units
With75%sucCessfur stUdent peijortni.oice.'

.

,Incentive's will be used 1.414:h encourage 80% participation in the career education' prograrg
this:Year-. .

:
t)t'ePurse the measurement of Variables such as "participation" must be operationalized with
instruments for collecting data.

What Language is Appropriate?

Implied in the previqug paragraphs is the need to make objectives bglipvioral. Verbs such as
"understand," "know," and '`like" should be trasnfo.nnetfihtoa.ctions which can be observed. For
example, d chantic advocate s i nikI iindepadiN I impOrtance go:od relationship with theettent



populations, those whom he/She serves. His/her understanding and appreciation of this relationship
can.be operationalized by observing the priority given to client diagnostic activities in his/her instal-
lation plan, Therefore, one implementation objective which may be placed in a plan during the early
Stages of development is the solicitation of advice and information from the client audience.

Career education implementation objectives must be operatiohal; this requires that the advocate
write in the active tense. Some verbs which commonly appear in implementation objectives are the
following:

The princibal will endorse . . .

2. . Advice from . . . will be solicited . . .

3. An administrative order will be given .

4. An incentive of . . . will be offered

These "action verbs" call for behavior which can be observed.

The anguage should be as specific as pthSible without limiting the implementation of the plan.
Precise statements make it easier to know if the objective has been achieVed. Do noteddliniitations
such as time, for example, unless time is'an important factor which should be considered When ac-
complishing the objective.

Why Emphasize Incremental Objectives?

Incremental objectives are necessary in an implementation plan because (1) complex variables
confrOnt the change advocate, and (2) uncertainty is associated with future events. By formulating
objectives which address short-range activities, the advoCate can control his/her resources and improve
his/her chances of impactingbn the attitudes and behaviors of clients.

The complex formulation of an implementatibn plan requires the establishment"tf increment
objectives because there are many special interest,groups to be served such as:.

,

1., administrator who agreed to the initiati6n of career education activities

2. teachers who may or-may not be enthusiastic about the.program

3. community representative who may not know whit is happening.

There are other groups who have a stake in the outcome of VA program: the students, the sponsor
(if different from the school district), and special' representatives in the community, such as paten-
fiat employers. A.plan'containi'ng incremental objectives is needed to cope,with these multiple tar-
get audiences.

; Uncertainty is the second reason for an_incremeritai implementation strategy. ,Career education
project directors rarely are in a position to control many of the events which influence acceptance
of their product. Therefore, objectives must be flexible (i.e., stated actively and clearly, but able
to be changed) in order to take into account unforesden circumstances; such as:
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the advent of no urces of funds

the lack of availabi4ity of facilities

3. the inability of,personnel to perforM on planned scop s of work

of the above examples siiggest a need to adjust objectives fre uently. R;listic o- bjectives rare
important if staff rylOrale is to be maintained. Objectives should'be of moderate difficulty (staff
should have at least a 50-5,0 chance of reaching them), and should be consistent with other activities
in progress in the local school system. The career education project should be part of the school dis:
trict, not something set aside to use up fundslust because they are available.

To summarize, incremental objectives for implementation plans should:

be operational

specify observablc behavior

be written independently of other objectives, but be consistent with the terminal objec=
tives for the total educational,plan

express realistic levels of performance

involve a moderate level of difficulty (i.e., attainable)

be sequenced logically

be flexible (i.e., able'to be changed according to changing circumstances)

'relate to time and cost constraints

a
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Like a motion picture producer, a cei`eer education advocate must always be aware of:

who are the key players

the expedtations of -the audience
0

where problems are likely to be encountered

who the clietats,are

what te'chniques should be used to resolve'specific probleMs

The handbook does not propose to answer all of these needs, butit does suggest procedures for ar-
riving at some of the answers.

,
The second step in an implementation strategy (profile the influential elements) suggest three

essential elements for your consideration:
tr,

the product to be implemented

the client to be served

the role of the J/vocate

These elements are imporiant whenever an implementation technique is being selected. They are
equarly applicable for a new prOgram introducing a career education product to a community, or
for an implementation effort which is beginning to phase out V4e have emphasi4ed the importance,
of, these elements by listing them in the discussion of each technique in the techniques booklet at
the end of the handbook. In short, we want you to keep the client, the product, and,your rolkin
Mind Whenever you attempt to ,influence others to accept career education.

o
What is the Product Being Implemented?

Like any good salesperson, an advocate must knoW the product being promoted. We assume
that you, as an advocate of career educatioh, believe in the concept; but you need to make your
clients aware of the technical qualities of the particular package you have available to use.

1. Has the product been developed in an agency similar to yours?

2. HaS it been field tested; do you have results'available?

3. Is the product directly related 'to student learning? If the answer is yes, what is the ap-
propriate grade level?

4. How much time does it take to use?

5. Will teachers or others being ,asked to use the product need to learn new skills?

You can determin" e the answers to most of these questions before you go into the field to im-
plement the-product. Such background information can' make you more credible as a change adva,
cate. Also, the product yOu are advocating may be under development. If this is the case, you will
not want to give an unqualified endorsement of the product.

23
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A product which is oriented to student use has an advantage ove er kinds of products.
Decision,makers are more likely to endorse a product which can show,evid ce of successfully in-
fluencing student datcomes. They would likely not endorse, for example, manual for reorganizing
the schedule of classes in a high school which may or may not to ves of students in a signifi-
mint way.

11.

Flother, you need to know whether the product.has potential for organized acceptance Or non-
acceptance either Within or outside of the organization. Telchers, principals, and superintendents
represent powerful forces whocan lobby for or against a proposed new product. To address this'
concern, a favorite approach of many successful, change advocates is to identify a person who is a.
member of the potential user group, persuade this person of the merits of the product, and request
this person to present the product to the intended user audience. If the individual selected (fir the
presentation is known and respected by the potential user group, his or her comments are likely to
carry more weight then yours-. The use of such "opinion leadersno persuade.audiences gives the

4 product credibility.

The ease of implementation of a career education product should not be the primary concern
f the change adv9cate. However-, if the product is of sufficient quality, it should be, implemented
regardless of the reorganization and adjustments required. However, it is rare to find a product which
has no potential liabilities. Therefore, the change advocate can ease the burden of implementation
by adjusting the product to fit the local circumstance or scaling down the new product to implement
only a part at a time. When one does this, he or she must take care not to damage the integrity of
the product. Some career education innovations are complex, with interrelated subparts. If one
part is omitted, the entire product suffers. For example, it would be difficult to imagine a student
follow-up service lacking a reliable<means of obtaining answers from students. A student question- ,

naire or other instrument should be considered an essential part of a product.

Knowledge of the product to be implemented is essential if users are to understand thebene-
fits and problems likely to be associated with its use The advocate 'of a product should try to learn
as much about its history as possible; he/she snould have access to information, on field trials, pilot
studies, and other data which would tend to indicate its reliability and validity in field settings. Con-
versations with the product developers can reveal details in the operation of the product(s) which
would be helpful to anyoriezontemplatinis use. You, as product advocate, should be alert, how-
ever, for developer biases regarding product uses which may not be practical for the specific audience'
or setting.

a

You must also be aware that not all products have been developed to the same degree of sophisti-
cation. For example, a curriculum unit which has been tried in two or more different settings and re-
vised at least once is likely to be more developed than one created and used by a single teacher in his
or her classroom. Further, consumers vary in their ability to use. underdeveloped products. A teacher
who is well grounded in the'subject of the curriculum unit and alert to deviatiOns whiCh cause the
learning of inaccurate concepts is in a better position to attempt an underdeveloped unit than a be-
ginning teacher whose expertise lies primarily in subject matter. Also, some teachers are more rgsource-
ful than others;'they are likely to supplement meager teaching materials supplied with the unit with
additional aids or ideas draWn from their own experiences. And finally, some,school districts are bet-
ter prepared to use and test underdeveloped units than others in that they have procedures which
allow systematic evaluation of instructional materials. All these conditions contribute tohe likelihood
of successful use of underdeveloped units in school systems.
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Furthermore, just as you should.know as much as possible about a specffic product's development
and wit; you should also be able to describe career education products in an appealing manner to po-
tential users and be able to highlight desirable features of such prqducts. You may want to consider
the following description as a model or base for develoPing your own descripiion.

Careertaducation productst,ofir the possibility of bridging the gap between schooling and
employment by providing occupational and pre-Occupational 'experiences in business and
inthistry for students. These experiences would be conducted' under the supervision of a
qualified educator who is in a Position to design edivational experiences which reinforce
the values held by the spdent. These real life experiences should provide. knowledge

' base for decision-makinig Eater in life as the individual learns to cope with changing occu-
pational demands and societal conditions.

Who Is the Person(s) To. Be Influenced?

One can hardly think of a more important question for the advocate to ask at any point in t
. formulation of an implementation strategy. 'Just as the film producer is looking fora star, the ca-

reer education advocate is looking for authorities and opinion leaders to try the product. The se-
lection and useTOf most of the implementation techniques containedln this handbook depend upon
an accurate ditnosis of the client setting.

The establishment of an incremental objective (step 1) implies the iden0fication of someone -to
be einfluenced. 'Sir etimes thirperson is a sponsor who needs information on the progress of the,irn-r

plementation agility. Depending upon the source of the funds, your sponsor may be one of the

a.

following:

State Coordinator of Career Educatidn

Research Coordinating Unit Director ,7

State Consultbrit for. Vocational Education

Regional Service Center Project Director

Assistant Superintendent for the School District

President of the Local Teacher's Union

Frequently; you must influence other edubators such as:

classroom teachers

building principals,

guidance counselors

curriculum coordinators

school probation officers
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And, th / y Oubh

fiairpe

resiCit

- ar nts,

eaa of civic associations

bor Unigns workers and officials

sines and industrial representatives

resphtativ6s of community, action groups

sident of the parent-teachers association

resentatives from community churches

potential students

You may choose various wayito influence the publics who ale watchihg the.success of the ini-
plementation activity. Bdt, you will be more successful as an advocate of the innovation if yoU,are
able to accurately identify the appropriate persons to be cOntacted during the project.

It shOuld be emphasized here that it is the student who needs to be kept in mind as the object
of "Career education materials and procedures. Typically, the student has limited posker which can
be brought to bear on implementation activities,'but this should not imply that you should forget'
the for student satisfaction. In the long run it is this Satisfaction which acts es one of the best
recomme ations for the career education .programs.

0.S

Ytou s uld consider, also, that thellersons to be infkienced do not live and work in a vacuum;
they hay: imitations like everyone else. Spohsors may be removed from the implementation activity
an understand the reasons for changes in schedules. Teachers in a-school system have special-
ized areas of expertise; they may not appreciate the need for career development activities. Parents
and others in the community may accept career education with open arms only after they are con-
vinced it will make their children more competitive in the job market. Such limitations of perspec-
tives and positions need to be.taken into account when formulating an implementation strategy. For
example, you may discover that minority leaders in your location have been openly skeptical about
career education. They have seen career education as a tracking system designed to "keep minorities
in their place." They fear that it would channel minority students into low-paying jobs rather than
prepare them for academic education after high school. ou would therefore, want to address these
concerns and attempt to overcome a potential barrier to implementation of career education. Some
possible ways of doing this would be to:

has stake in career education:

n of the advisOry council

Of the school board

organize an advisory council with minority' members on it

communicate with leaders of minority groups to determine potential reaction in the com-
munity to future public statements about career eddcation
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develop a public information camrtaign which aims to destroy the myth of a packing, system
for minorities

promote the appe4ances of minoriW students (who have had successful career education
experiences) at chit meetings, school assemblies, etc.

The' Organizational Setting

A change advocate must plan carefully to include all of the important persons in his/her solici-
ation of support and approval. Particularly, this applies to his/het superiors in the manization. For
example, if a mid-management person, suclas achool principal, is bypassed in the decision-making
proceis, it could prove to be disastrous for the project in that schbol. This rule also appliei to officials
at the state and regional levels as well as tothose who are funding the product implenientation activ-f ,
ity. The advocate should know who approves what decisions. 'It may help to have a checklistiwhich
reminds you, as the advocate, not to overlook key officials in the organization.

Some school systems are highly organized and structured for close supervision of learning ac-
thitties. Others seem to delegate authority to a' greater extent. Sometimes it is easier for a change
advocate to work in a centralized authority situation. You know, then, that the endorsement of
thii-top manager in this situation can bring about use of the product. The only question is one of
the permanence ofthe use. Frequently, product users coopetate.Only under supervision and revert
to prior activities which are more consistent with their beliefs and attitudeshen they are unsuper-
vised: you will need 'to be on guard for such ceremonial adoption, Use of the product is likely to
be far more effective if the goals of the innovation can be internalized by those individuals who are
expected to use it.

Close supervision of teaching faculty may or may not result in more effective use of the prod-
uct; utilization may depend upon the amount of agreement between the teaching staff and the
administrators. No amount of "close supervision" can, be effective in forcing a teacher to use career
education materials. The installation and use of career education, instructional products must come,
in the long run, from a commitment of the teaching staff.

Relationships among administrative variables and implementation activitis are not well known.
Research into these processes have failed to yield clear, convincing evidence of a positive influence
on the acceptance of the product. However, the following types of variables and comments may need
to be considered:

ComplexityA district with many autonomous departments. Each department may man-
age its own wclrk, somewhat independent of central office authority, making district-

. wide implementation more difficult.

Centralization of DecisiOn-MakingA complex organizatiOn with leadership dispersed
throughout the administrative and teaching staffs is likely to require more implementa=
tion time than a smaller organization with fewer decision-makers.

StandardizationRigid adherence to routine school procedures and guidelines, makes 01E1_1
product adaptation\difficult.

HeterogenityA teaching staff with diverse racial backgrounds and educational philosophies,
requires selective communication and extensive use of opinion leaders.
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Size Large school systems tend, to have slightly more flexibility in\the use of resources ",

than small school systems. School staff tend to be more specialized in large school sys/V
tems.

AffluenceThere is an unclear relatio9ship in diffusion research between affluence and
the'uStrof innovations.

The Community Setting

'Many of the varia6les listed previously can be applied to the situational constraints of a'com-
munity. Small rural communities are more likely to be conservative in their,outlook than metropoli-

itan centers. A change advocate must determine the page of implementatidnactivities appropriate for
the community.

..

As a changeadvocate you should recognize that you are both profiling a community and in-
Iluencing its readiness for career education. By releasing information through the mass media and
creating mechanisms such as advisory councils to communicate with the community, you are raising
the community's level of awareness about career education. Always, persons in the community and
in4he school district are MI a dynamic relationship with their environment. You need to be sensitive
to this relationship and responsive to the client's state'of readiness for career education.

Any community will have opinion leaders, persons who are respected and lought after for advice.
You should identify these opini leaders as soon as possible and strive to get them involved in the 0

organization and implern6ntati career education. Usually, a local merchant or member of the
school board who has been in t munity a long time is irt a position to identify opinion, leaderd
to you.

You need, therefore, to determine clients' perceptions of career. education. You Can dO this by
taking advantage of faculty meetings in the school to ask questions. AppearAnces at Rotary Club
meetings or other gatherings in the community can give you an opportunity to prothote career edu-
cation and ask questions of persons present. A more formal means of soliciting informatiorr, the use
of an advisory council, has already been mentioned. This council

means_
belepresentative of persons

in your school district. These persons should be in a position to assist you in locating businesses
for student work experiences and in interpreting community needs regarding the school program.

Another means of determining clients' perceptions.of career education is a formal survey. This
could either be mailed or used in a door-to-door campaign. 'Whatever procedures are selected, they
should be cost effective for your time as well as for the use of funds.

How Much Influence Does the Advocate Have?

Typically, career education-project directors have obtained their influenceirom one of two
sources: their positions or their personalities. In reality,_influence is a little bit of both. The career
education project director should be able'to command the respect of the administration and the re-
sources necessary to implement products. This could be done by-funding the position at a mid-

, management leverwithin the district. On the other hand, career education project directors who mix
and mingle with teachers, who have had experience as a teacher, and who identify with students in
the classroom are more likely to have informal influence.
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formal-Authority
(

Some project directors advocate career education on a paii-time basis while maintaining other
,responsibilities. This haslhe advantage of providing some job security tdthe advocate with an im-

019100teldp projectend,date, but it may also contribute' to less emphasis being placed on career
eduisilan. Usually, fdrmal authority is associated with administrative positions in the superIntendenti
of principal's office.

A career education advocate with formal authority may have difficulty= identifying with those
whom he or she is paid to influence:' the teachers and others using career educatiqn materials with
students. Those in positions of formal authority have an advantage in the' use of-the directive im
plementation techniques. Most directive techniques doh be used best by those with formal authoritY.
While this type of technique has limited, application in most implementatibn settings, a concerned,-
responsive advbcate in 04

and use them conscientidusly.
1tion of formal authority should be able to determine when such tech-

,

niques can be most effe

Informal. Esteem
.

4 Alp

Respect from one's peers comes with years of experience in an, 'mole ation setting and a
.

genuine desire to serve people. Career education advocates who Come from teaching staff of a
local school have an opportunity to possess this inforr4I respect anciesteernt..A person who is brought
in from the outside, or who is not known by the clients,' frequently does not have the same opportunity
to develop informal esteem during the initial stages of the project.

, f
r

An advocate has an, opportunity to extend his or her influence to other persons in the system as
the implementation process move0rorn initiation into full-fledged implementation. The administra-
tive support so necessary to initiation can take.the form of endorsement and approval of implements-
tion activities.' Peer groups of teachers should be. influenced 6y opinion leaders-lo favor career edu-
cation, thus extending advocacy of the product. Eventually, implementation activities should-occur
in the community where business and professional leaders can take up the banner for career educe -'
tion. Much of this influence process isinformal and personal. Relationships between people provide
the advocate with a powerful means of implementing career education products.

You will want, also, to examine your ability to promote the implementation of career education
products through interpersonal relationships. Are you perceived by the client group as "one of us?"
This identification with the client reference group is very important. A change advocate was once
told by one group of clients that "you can't come back froM aPlace you have never been." The
clients were telling the advocate that he/she had never related to them well personally, nor 'perceived
himself/herself as a member of their group, and was not likely to be considered a member now. This'
distinction of being labeled an "outsider" (this distinction can be applied to "insiders" too) can hurt .

a change advocate in his/her relations with others. You should make every effort to adhere to some
of the customs in the school and the community which make you more acceptable to the people you
serve, and to develop your personal interactiori'skills.

For example, a career education advocate who is most effective in influencing others is likely
to have` certain characteristics. He or she would be personable, easy to talk with, and sensitive to
the perceptions of other people. He/she would possess a knowledge of the career education product
and an ability to make decisions quickly and delegate authority to other members of the project team.

The opposite problem of "being too close to the situation," can also plague a change advocate.
Clients may feel they know you so well that they can ask favors and exoect special privileges. This
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Ise 'pitfall whIchimust be avoided,'becaul objectivity is an important virtue to maintain in this posi
tion. YCKI need sufficient "distance" from your clients for your advice to prove itself reliable and '
correct.
.f

The advocate's role is truly of a marginal nature; that ii; he or she must maintain Tespectel?illty,
in el least. two campt: product developers must have sufficientconfidence 'in the advocate to share
information cOngerning prlems in prOduct,develOpment; and the Ultimate users must feel that
the advocate can understa .d and empathize with their poSition." The 'advocate is a link between the
product developer and theprOduct user, a role which sometimes reqUires the translation of technical
informatiOnebout the product into practical, useful terms.

Implementation strategies, therefore; require-accurate profilingot the situation to
the desirable characteristics of the, product, the identification of persons to be influenced, arisitype,;,

2.,c,heracteristiCs of the advocate. 1Mplementationtechniquet can be selected and used more effeetivelry
if barriers, can be anticipatesi.anthfacilitetiVe.factOrs are identified and used Listed below are several
guidelines for change advodatea.:

Knowledge of the Product

, Be alert for evidence substantiating Claims made for the products.

Try out parts of the product separately whenever possible.

lie objective about the product.

Describe the product in handouts which can be left with clients.

Familiarity with the Organization

Become familiar with different sections of the organizetion.

Identify the viinf luential persons in the organizatiOn.

Set aside -time toi talk with these individuals.

Work 'to obtain some assurance of job stability.

Familiarity with the Community

Reside in the community whenever possible.

'Become acquainted with businesspersons in thei community on'a first name basis.

Join a civic or service club in the cOnimunity.,,

t

. r
.

4

Take steps to become accepted by ethnic populetions in in the community.



.Amount of Authority

Write a job description for yourself, if you do not have one

Obtain the assurence.of 'aUppoil from,your immediate'supervisor in advance of key deo

P,repart a budget and monitor expeditures closely.

Ideritifiyourself and the implementation activities as closely as possible with the organi-
zation where the career education product is being implemented.

410
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the dever0Ornerit of an implementition,:pla9 must include the selection and proposed use of
indiliidual techniques. The selection of techniques is the last step in planning which leads directly
into the implementation of the plan.

,

An Implementation plim is absolutely' necessary in order for a project director to, remaip (n oc)ri
trot Of uses of time and funds allocated for the inllemelvtation, process. Without an appropriate irto'
PleMaritetion strategy the change adWicate is left to rely upOn his own intuit' and personal ludgitii

TN, alisence ore well.planned strategy is analogous to a school withgtudents. In other,
,

. ,words, a'strategy is the foundation for bringing abciutchange'.
,

More will be said about the plan when We discuss initiating the"actions (the next steOr. B in
:.practice, ;he change advocate will want to be ready tckswitch techniques aticredjust objectives, hen-
iwer new information indibates this is desirable. Therefore, the availability of emonitoring sy em
for determining the'performance of staff alkociated,with the implementation process is ?ssen al.
(More will be said about evaluation in stepap

You will 'want to begin to deieloPfe'iivey, Oflookingaven implementation event (relat nships,;
between yourselfthe advocatethe client; and The'otO4fuci). Consistent with the notion, f an
incremental object, you should begin to think in lernis of an incremental time frame. plementa-
tiOn techniques arevoing to be selected at a rpoinqn time Considerations influencing y r dicisiOni
to use a technique will be based on the information you have at a certain point In time

/

What Are the Conditiotfor Implementation?

Suppose you find yourself in the following situation.
° , ,

You are planning to inp-odithe career education information to -staff a
high sChool during an inservice education, meeting sCheduled for early Septa bd.; You Y

.have cleared this with the principal and superiniendent. But a clause in the current oar
tract of the tektiers subjects all professional. inservice activities to the recOrnmendationg
of a standing committeeOtteachers and other professionals in the building. There's in
sufficient time to clear yo9r intended inservice training with the cOMmittee.

You can tell cleaelyiroin this that another technique for creating awareness of career education mond
the-specific faculty of ;hi school will be needed.

Techniques have very limited and speCific uses in an implementation strategy. ,A technique may
be uied--

.6?

to provide inforAtion

to StiMUlate staff to meet deadlineS

to encourage high quality,performance

to minimize the risk of failure

to generate ideas

to enstile useofprocedures
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e could list many different and sometimes conflicting uses of implementation techniques. But,
the reason for selecting a technique depends upon the conditions present at the time of use. For
example, ,a newly hired and relatively unknown career, education project director could issue a memo-requesting information from professional staff and receive very little information. An opinion lead*could release the same request with much better results. Listed.below are examples of conditions
which influence the selection of t hniques.

...

The Stage of Implementation

Advocates who are introducing career education products to users for the first time should usedifferent techniques than r repeat performances. Likewise, a newly begun implementation programin a school district should co centrate on the refease of product information for the purpose of cre-
ating awareness among pote ,fiat users. You will be concerned later in the project with evaluation andtrial use of the career education materials.

The Product Audience

One of the keys to the selection and use of implementation techniques is the dentification of
the "proper" client, the person(s) who is likely to ,increase the use of career education with the least
investment of time and effort by the advocate. Sometimes a personal endorsement from an authori-tative figure such as the superintendent of the school system can do more to persuade school staff ofthe urgency of the need to adopt career education than large amounts of information on its merits.

Other conditions which influence the selection of implementation techniques are the following:

a little overt advocacy for the career education materials in the school district .

a limited and ineffective career education implementation staff

a small budget

the necessity for involving more schools

difficulty in getting the teachers together

no community involvement in the schools

Characteristics'of the Techniques

The techniques contained in this handbook are grouped under three categories: informative,
persuasive, and directive.. The, headings ve general guides to the use of the techniques,,not firm_de-
scriptors of likely effectiveness. The effectiveness of the tec nique is determined by the response it
receives from the client, for, the client, more than the advoc Ye, has control over what happens as aresult of the use of the technique. Further discussion of the nique groupings can be found in the
introduction to the technique booklet. Some general comments about each group of techniques fol-lows:

Informative Techniques

These technipues use written, spoken, and audiovisual means of conveying ideas to an audience.
The demonstratidn of the process of career education activities fulfills this definition. Informative
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techniques assume clients' lack of knowledge about the innovation. Providing information to clients
tends to prepare them for decisions they will make during the process of implementing the innovation.
This technique assumes the users are motivated to use career education products.

Persuasive Techniques

This class of techniques uses personal influence and appeals to aspirations for prestige, power,
and other motivations as a means of enlisting support for the innovation. Appeals to peer pressure
or other sources of authority may be used to persuade persons to try the innovation. Frequently,
these techniques attempt to involve the client aptively with implementation activities. The technique
assumes users have the knowledge necessary to use the innovation.

41,
Directive Techniques

These techniques rely upon the formal power of the advocate to enforce decisions made during
the implementation process. The client frequently has a limited amount of influence which can be
used to resist these techniques. DirectNe techniques run the risk of Appearing to influence the im-
plementation activities in a positive manner, when in reality only a "ceremonial" adoption is taking
place.

The following implementation techniques are included in the last section of this handbook (the
techniques booklet).

Informative Persuasive Directive

1. Printed Information 11. Personal Interview 25. Deadlines
2. Audiovisual Material 12. Role Playing 26. Legal Mandate
3. Mass Media 13. Cooperation 27. Fait Accompli
4. Lecture 14. Staff Development 28. Strategic Replace-
5. Symposium 15. Differential Staffing ment of Staff
6. Demonstration 16. Involvement in Product 29. Treats or Punishment
7. Survey Feedback Development 30. Strikes/Boycott
8. Discussion 17. Small-Scale Use of the
9. Brainstorming Innovation

10. Consultation 18. Competition
19. Bargaining
20. Promotion of the

Product
21. Endorsement by

Authorities
22. Recognition of Trial

Users
23, Financial Incentive
24. Overstatement

In reality, there are times during the implementation of career education when techniques are
needed from each of these three categories. The "mix" of technique types depends upon the sitda-
tion at hand: the urgency of the task, the competency of the clients, etc. The selection and use of
each type of technique should be consistent with the interests and desires of the client.



Research indicates that the technique types (informatiVe, persuasive, and difective) are, perceived
to be significantly different'in their level of effectiveness for implementing innovations. This, effective-
ness varies for each technique type at different stages of adoption. The folloWing illustration provides
a general rule of thumb for estimating when to use the technique types,

High

Amount
of

Techniques

Low

Informative Persuasive Directive

Awareness Interest

Time Dimension

Evaluation

"Stages of Adoption"
. Trial. Adoption

Informative techniques are perceived as most effective early in the implementation process.
They may be (ed to create awareness and generate interest. Many of the specific techniques listed
in this category utilize mass media techniques. Informative techniques should be used when there
is a need for rational information to resolve a problem. Clients need to know the facts associated
with career education activities. This information helps them build an image of the desirability of
career education, and this process takes time. Therefore, informatiVe techniques tend to beused at
the beginning of the implementation activity.

Persuasive techniques which depend upon interpersonal influence show a wide range of effec-
tive use. They extend from the generating of interest through the trial use stage of adoption. Per-
suasive techniques have a broad range of application throughout the duration of the implementation
project. Conditions calling for interpersonal communication are subject to persuasive techniques.
When a board member is asked to budget funds for a new career education activity, or a teacher shows
some reluctance to get involved in career education, perspasive techniques are needed. Other factors,
such as the degree,of influence the change advocate has with the client, will determine the particular
persuasive technique to be used in the situation.

Directive techniques tend to be most effective later in the implementation process. When time
. and/or money run out, the career education advocate may have to use some of these procedures to

get the work done: Directive techniques are viewed, by many as a last resort. When all else fails, di-
rective techniques are employed. They can be quite effective; however, one condition must be pre-
sent: the person using the technique must have more formal or collective authority than the client.
For example, a principal may require a teacher to become involved in a curriculum development
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effort; but a teacher would. have to use a collective decision-making technique such as bargaining to
gain power over the principal.

in practice, a change advocate uses a mix of these three groups of techniques to resolve prob-
lems as they arise in the.use of career education products. Implementation problems are most often
people problems. An astute change advocate with a planned use of selected techniques can effec-
tively influences others to accept products.

Techniques may be personal or impersonal, harsh or pleasant, rewarding or punishing, etc., de-

pending upon which techniques are used under what conditions. Personal values enter into the se-
lection of every technique, and the successful use of any technique depends-upon the conditions of

f the moment. Therefore the authors of this handbook do not personally,endorse the use of any tech-
nique listed.
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The best plans mean very little unless they can be impleMented in a manner which is con.'
sistent with the demands of the task, tmplementation activitiesrequire cooperation and coordina-
tion among project personnel and others who control the use of resources such as time and funds.
Persons expected to use the career education product should be considered in the implementation,
activities. Their ability and willingriOss to try new educational activities should have a substantial
influence on the selection and sequence of techniques used to implement the product.

The Needfor Proper Timing and Sequencing

As a career education local project director, you probably lead a life of daily crisis in most
school situations. You:

meet with teachers to screen curriculum materials

answer questions from representatives of Special interest groups in the community

respdnd to the superintendent's request to provide information for the school board
meeting

balance the budget to end the year with zero funds left in the project

initiate actions to requestaudiovisual equipment for a meeting of school staff

. devise inservice education plans for teachers

Rarely is time taken to plan sufficiently in advance to anticipate program needs and allow for
smooth implementation events. It is very easy to find yourself responding to demands on a day-to-
day basis. Of course, some of the larger school districts do not have a siigle director, but rather,
a staff of people to implement the concept of career education. When this happens, coordination
becomes a major concern.

An implementation plan in which, activities are timed any sequenced can enhance the effective
use of implementation techniques. Such a plan allows you to buy time" by anticipating problems
before they happen and enables you to marshal resources to deal with problems effectively. For
example, you will face the problem of when you will need to evaluate. You will have to ask your-
self if you should rely on process evaluation exclusively or on Product examination as well. You
will need to decide what you are going to call "products": students, instructional materials; or
both. (Step 6 ir4pis handbook discusses techniques for evaluation of implementation actions.)
A plan with caredly timed activities provides a basis for addressing such problems through rational
decision-making.

Proper timing and sequencing of implementation actions have many advantages:
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Many implementation prObl ms are anticipated in advance.

Records of planned achieve nts aro available kir inspection.

Resources (time and money) an be allocated in advance.

Due dates can be set for each implementation task.

The timing of actions can be very important indeed to a change advocate. If a deadline date
such as the completion of curriculum units is missed, the delay could cause serious problems in the
use of'such units in the Classroom. It may be better to present the units in a somewhat unfinished
state than to risk complete failure in the implementation of the project for the year. Of course,
the use of untried products is not encouraged; such action would be a true emergency measure
requiring close monitoring of the implementatiorT activities.

The timing of the implementation techniques in an implementation plan is a unique considera-
tion; and many facliars, such as the, following, inflbence the use and sequence of techniques.

The.Risk-Taking Ability of the Advocate.

The personalities of some individuals allow them to engage in behavior which would be upset-.
ting to most persons. The willingness to risk personal prestige or reputation by taking responsibility
for difficult decisions may increase the effectiveness of the advocate or lead to a,quick removal
from his or her position depending upon the appropriateness of the decision, the "hip risk"
advocate4s more vulnerable to criticism than the person who plays a conservative implementation.
game. The illustration below provides an example of the implementation time lines for two
advocates.

Acceptance

of the

Product

High (high risk)

(low risk)

Low 311 High
Amount of Time Used
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Some individuals who are low risk seem to make decisions based on wha 'they have to lose.
This strategy tends to make the, implementation process slow and unimaginative. The objectives
of most individuals are to maximize the probability of implementing the product while minimizing
any danger to personal prestige or reputation.

The Desire of Clients for the Product.

The optimum implementation strategy is based on incremental objectives which are paced
appropriately for the school and community. Some schools have repptations for being-first to
try innovations. This situation would encourage the use of techniques for rapid implementation of
career education. Other school districts are rather conservative in their trial use of new ideas. A
change advocate would face some trouble if he/she tried to press an innovation too rapidly in such
a district. Whichever is the case in your particular setting, 'the speed of the implementation process
must be consistent with the expectations of the clients in the community and school district.

The pacing,of an implementation strategy should be based oft:

the past history of the school district in adopting innovations

the opinion of opinion leaders among potential users of the innovation

the advice of the superintendent

the quality of the product

other considerations unique to the particular audience or setting

The Time Remaining in the Implementation Project.

Time, like money, is a resource which needs to be budgeted and expended carefully. For-
tunately, allocations of time can be related to stages in the adoption process. Everett Rogers in a
book entitled, Diffusion of Innovation, published by the Free Press in 1962, identified five stages
in the adoption process: .

AwarenessThe client is exposed to the product but lacks complete information about it

InterestThe client is actively seeking additional information about the product

EvaluationThe client entally applies the product to his present and anticipated future
situation.

TrialThe client uses th roduct on a small scale to determine its practical utility.

AdoptionThe client uses the product for an extended period of time..

Th stagesages correspond to the mental procestes most people follow in some fashion or other before
making a decision. Your time allocation and selection of techniques can be related to these stages
of adoption.



Cost Constraints.

Few implementation projects have all the money they need and can use wisely. Worthy en-
deavors are often not funded. Therefore, you need a means of prioritizing requests for funds. The
best way to do this is with a needs assessment which clearly indicates whicki tasks are most im-
portant.

Since implementation projects are funded from 'sources outside of the local school districts,
some plans require that you show evidence of continuation following the phase-out of federal or
state money. Your activities should therefore be geared to influencing local decision-makers to
approve funds for career education.

Outside funds may have limitations on their uses; e.g., some can be used for instructional
purposes while others cannot. Sometimes possibilities exist for reallocating local monies to accom-
modate implementation of the product.. These procedures 'require project directors to relate
effectively to other persons in the school organization,

At this point you may want to consider some sample implementation situations which would
influence your selection of techniques consistent with the constraints of the situation. As you read
through the situation, you will need to consider the techniques in the techniques booklet at the
end of this handbook.

Assume, for example, that your project is in the awareness stage of adoption; that your pur-
pose is to provide information; and that, you are influencing community representatives. The in-
.stallation technique to use in this situation is No. 3, mass media, because you are Vying to com-
municate with a mass audience at the awareness stage of the implementation project. Newspapers,
radio, and television are excellent means of reaching mass audiences. These news media can bring

' facts and information tO the attention of relatively large audience inexpensively.

Next, assume that your project is in the evaluation stage of adoption; that you want to legiti-
Mize the career education products and influente teachers. Here, at the evaluation stage, interper-
sonal actions seem to be most effective. Sometimes people try a product strictly on the advice.of a
respected friend. There are two techniques which could be used depending upon the situation at
hand: technique No. 18, competition, or technique. No. 21, endorsement by authorities. If other
products were available as substitutes for the career education materials under study, you may want
to have a committee examine all possible educational products. On the other hand, the situation
may call for a comment by informal or fo mal opinion leaders who can influence others -to accept
the product.

Finally, assume your project is in the adoption stage and that you want to obtain use of the
product and influence teachers. This situation suggests that adoption is taking place near the end
of the time set aside for implementation activities. It may be time for drastic action such as tech-
nique No. 20, legal mandate, which includes the use of executive orders. The superintendent is in
a position to direct school staff to use materials to the degree possible. Sometimes this isbne'of
the last alternatives open to a project director.

How To Schedule Activities

A good place to start scheduling product implementation activities is with a school calendar.
You should have all official school events scheduled in advance. This can help you avoid conflicts
with other organizational meetings.
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There ought to be a'"best time to con ucivinservice training sessions with teachers and other1meMbers of the ichool staff who are to be a ciated with career education. Inservice sessions ne
to be coordinated with the respective department heads and counselors as mtifih in advance as
Possible. I

Resources from outside the school setting should be brought to the school at the most oppor-
tune time. For example, consultantsshould be asked for advice before a decision is made by school
officials. Evaluators should be asked for their assessment while there is still time to revise the cur-
riculurri materials. A project implementation plan with properly timed activities can Contribute to
the selection and use of effective implementation techniques.'

Many activities and tasks are associated with the implementation of career education in a
school system, but no attempt is made in the handbookIto itemize a comprehensive list of such
tasks. Many activities will be associated with uniquirequirerriinfiCififielPecific setting or the type
of career education products being implemented. However, the following to activities are designed
to illustrate the sequential nature-of the tasks.

Activity: Formation and Use of an Advisory Council

Tasks: 1. Establish criteria for advisory council membership.

2. Solicit nominations for members of the council.

3. , Clear list of potential members with the superintendent.

4. Recommend members to the school board

5. Notify individuals of their membershj

Activity: Development of an Evaluation Plan

Tasks: 1. Identify major processes and products in the installation plan.

2. Specify criteria for evaluating each process/product.

3. Assign a date for production completion.

4. Select procedures for evaluating each process/product.

The activities in the above information denote several tasks which should occur during a
specified period of time. Some of the tasks may be scheduled concurrently; others may not be per-
formed until the previous ones have been 'completed.

The next page contains an example of these activities as they may be used on a flow chart.
(Yob will need 'to keep in mind, though, that the chart merely represents some aspects of the plan;
it is not the plan itself.)
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MANNING GUIdE EXAMPLE

Activities

Formation and Use of An

Advisory Council

2.

3.

4.

6. Der lopment of An

Evaluation Plan

7.

8.

8.

'Project Time Line

Decisions

4 Selection of Advisory

1 Council Members

'Selection of Evaluation

AI Procedures



Dates would be placed on the upper line of the chart to indicate start and stop dates for the tasks.
Commonly accepted flow chart symbols are follows;

Processing Symbol

Flow Direction

Decision Symb61
A.

Connector Symbol

'flow chartt exist .in order to become out of date. YOu ill want to amend the. Planned
schedule either for time requirementi or scope of work Chang however, the flow chart is useful
for illustrating, relationships among components of the iMple entation plan,. It serves as a gentle
reminderto project staff about materials and other aids need for important future events. The
following' listing illuitretei typical scheduling decisiOns. It en be desitable to conduct some of

these activities throughout the duration of the project, although the table here displays forced
c oices.

Inform the community

Eraluate use of curriculum units

Hire consultants to legitimize the use
of the products

Plan for evaliiation

Write Objectives

Conduct community surveys
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Isk: Once you ehave planned an impleTentation strategy by timing. and sequencing techniclPel,
Yonte ready to put the planitito practice. The goal always is the acceptanCe.and..9se of a par=
ticular career education product.

Because ofyour role "and reiponsibilities; it is important for yaw clients to form a positive
impression 'of you and the career education project. You need to attend to these impression's as. you,,
begin initiating actions in the implementation of the product is important to move somewhat,
cautiously at first unless yOu are extremely confident'of your relationships with clients A loW
profile usually provides you with.the best information abotieVour, ctier*. You will want to avoid
a high-pressure salesperson image with school staff.

EstablishNourself WithYour Clients

You need to be sensitive to the concerns and aspirations of the persons expected to use the
career education materials. Clients must be willing-to share their feelings with you, but they are

-IV willing to do this only if they have confidence in your judgment and do not feel threatened by the
change you are advocating.

Just as a film producer must know the plcit 'and be prepared to.emphaiize critical aspects of
the film, you should be prepared tc;-select likely opportunities for implementation actiVities. Step
aemphasized the importance of- identifying decision-makers and opinion-leaders.

You are interested in having career education accepted by the school staff and leaders iii the
community. Career edUcation, perhapi more than any other type of education, relies on com-
munity resourcet for assistance in instruction....

The Schools.

The school staff consists of:

administrators

. teachers

to. a host of other professionals who are integral to the PrOcess of career education, e.g.,
counselors, curriculum devellipers, etc.

The three classifications of clients within the school serve different functions. The functions
correspond to:

supervision and control

instruction

support services to students and profes.4ionalS
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'This analyili Of the school setting 'suggests several Initiation procedures to career education
41;'-.1idvticates:

'Al) major actions should be cleared in advance with your superior in the school district.
The impillkmentation of the technique you select may require clearance with building princi-
pals.

Cireer edUcation products Involving stUdents are likely to focus on the teacher as the
primary implementor of the activity.: For this reason, this handbook use(teachers often
in illustrations. t.

You must coordinate implementation activities in advance with persons responsible for
pupil support in school systems. Chief among these professionals are the counselors.

The school is the primary agency responsible for education in the district. Therefore, you should
expect to use the bulk of your implementation activities with school persons.

The Community.

In addition to the school staff, a second audience, which is integral in the implementation of
career education is the community. Business and industrial leaders form an important team of lay
educators who can bring realism and practicality to-a career education program. (Hciwever, you,
as the advocate, will want to be aware of the fact th'at "practicality" may mean that quite often no
role models are provided for females and that placement of females may occur primarily in tradi-
tional "female!' occupations.) The planning activities flow chart in the previous step used the
formation of an advisory council as an example for the chart. An advisory council is one way for
you to initiate actions with the community. Council members can be helpful in:

identifying potential training stations for students

assisting in surveys of business and profesional needs

communicating information from other members of the community to you

acting as spokespersons (advocates) of the career education program

Most persons in the community will learn about the career education program secondhand, either
from students, friends, or the press.

The Press.

, It is important for the career education program to receive a good press. Parents and other
citizens in the community want to read about programs paid from tax dollars. Information on the
effectiveness of the product should4be released to the public for their attention. You will want to
maintain good relations with the press by:

providing invitations to the press on important occasions

writing news releases for routine career education events
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double-checkleig the accuracy of information, e.g., the spelling of proper names, etc.

meeting the time deadlines seor news releases

preparing for radio and television p rams in advance

Public information is essential for a positive i age in the community. It is relatively easy, for you
to establIth yourself in the community by being alert to news stories. Names make news) News-
paper-articles and television appearances are a good way to give recognition to administrators,
counselors, teachers, and students who have supported career education activities.

Impersonal vs. Personal Communication.
o

The initiation of actions in the community or the school system requires both personal and
imperstrrial communication. You will need to use written communication in memos, leaflets, etc.,
for 'routine descriptions of career education activities. YouF time as project director will need to be
budgeted, for critical decisions deserve your personal attention. They should not be delegated to
other members of the project team.

Perional communication (particularly one-to-one conversations with clients) is a powerful
means of influence. For example, if you violate some process of protocol in the selection of staff
members, your willingness to go to the person who has been offended, to apologize, and to explain
why he or she was overlooked, can be important in Overcoming the consequences of the error.

People respond to people. Usually it is to your advantage to go to clients personally if you
have the time. Important decisions should be made by the project director and others in the school
system in authoritative positions. Career edtication staff personnel should see themselves as inter-
personal linkages between the project director and the audience.

Moreover, a network of interpersonal linkages is desirable because it extends the influence of
of the project director. The formation of an advisory council has this effect on, persons in the school
and community. You can build on already existing communication linkages when you select
opinion leaders to participate in trial use of the product.

Guidelines For Implementation Activities

The implementation of career education products requires much common sense. The tech-
niques you use to implement the product are cumulative in their effect. You may find the follow-
ing guidelines helpful when you begin formulating many of the implementation activities.

Promote voluntary participation in the program. There will be enough implementation
problems without forcing people to try something new and unfamiliar.

Start small, and leave room to grow. It is much easier to expand a program than it is to
drop commitments made at the beginning.

Select a handful of key teachers as a cadre of catalysts in the district. These persons can
visit other prograins to become expert advocates of career education.
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AMY& technical assistance when it is needed. Don't be afraid to ask the advice, of others
Who have experienced problems in the implementation of career education.

Select materials carefully. You are implementing career education in a unique setting.

Adapt materials. Most career education materials can be improved by adding references
to local businesses and conditions.

Retrieval offnaterials should be cost - effective. Build an implementation system which
allows users to locate career'education materials easily and quickly.

5
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Why Shot: Id Actions Be Assessed?

As indicated in earlier steps, the selection of techniques to accompliskcertain objec vas is
one Of the most critical decisions that a project director makes. However, once the techni e is
selected, the project director must then be sensitive to the effect of the techniques (and the im-
plementation effort) CM the client. The effect, or outcome, can be either expected or unexpected..

.For example, a career education director may decide that the local citizens need to be informed
ebbut career education. A technique that could be selected in response to this need might, be the
use of printed info?mation. An expected outcome of this technique might be that local citizens
become more knowledgeable about career education. An unexpected outcome might be that a
group of concerned taxpayers could be formed to protest the use of school funds in public
relations activities.

An astute project director will be aware of potentially unexpected results and react
accordingly.

A project director has three basic alternative choices to make when revising an implementa-
tion strategy:

continue to use the strategy

modify the technique in the strategy

change the techniques in a major way

In the situation discussed previously, a project director may determine that the concerned
taxpayers do not constitute a large enough group of citizens about which to be concerned, and
continue to use the technique. However, if the group is large enough to cause genuine concern,

, the project director might obtain funds from the local chamber of commerce or other agency to
print the informational materials and clearly label the source of funds for the materials. If the
group has caused genuineconcern, the local caieer education director may be forced to utilize
an entirely different technique to inform the public. Other techniques the career education
director might choose include use of the demonstration, lecture, or symposium at a public meeting.
Again, a career education director st besensitiVe to those individuals he/she is attempting to
influence and determine their rea ions to the technique being utiliz luative information is
essential to this determination.

Procedures For Evaluating Actions

Evaluation activities should begin early in the implementation process. Too often evaluation
is an afterthought, or is conducted only at the end of a project. Evaluation -should be considered
as a continuous activity from the time a project begins until it ends. Based upon the information
obtained from evaluation activities, the project director should be able to make more informed
decisions about the direction of career education in his/her district.
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The procedures for evaluating actions are similar to those followed, In any,evaluation study.
For the purposes of this. handbook, evaluation procedures consist of seven (7) activities:

Determine Objectives.

Select Techniques

Identify. Success Indicators

Select Measurement Techniques

Develop Instrumentation

Collect Data

Analyze Results

A'disciossion of each of these seven activities follows.

Determine Objectives.

r )

As indicated earlier in the handbook, implementation objectives should specify what is ex-
pected in sufficient detail to allow an independent observer to know if such standards have been,
met-. Additionally, the career education director must consider if the implementation objectii
are appropriate and correct for the projeqt. In some instances career education project personnel!
have placed emphasis On stating objectives that are measurable and have overlooked the appropriate-
ness of the objective.

Select Techniques.

The local career education director must keep evaluation activities in mind in the selection
of implementation techniques. The local director should also be sensitive to the results of imple-
mentation technique used; an awareness of the results of implementing a technique enables the
career education director to know if the technique has been successful. Therefore, methods, of
evaluating the success of the technique must be considered when the technique is selected. For
more information on this activity, the reader is referred to an earlier section of this handbook,
"Select Appropriate Implementation Techniques."

Identify Success Indicators. ,

Once the technique to, be employ d in implementing a career education .product has been
selected, an individual. can then direct ftls /her attention to Matters more directly related to the
evaluation proCess. The evaluation activity of immediate concern is to identify success indicators
of the selected techniques. These indicators should provide.the career education director with
potential sources of information he/she will need to determine the effects of the technique on
product implementation. Where possible it would be advisable to use unobtrusive indicators of
success because these measures tend to minimize the likelihood of changing the results of thee
evaluation. This is information easily available from attendance records, materials used from the
curriculum laboratory, transportation for field trips, etc. An example of the relationship among the
three steps discussed so far is presented on the following page.
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RELATIONSHIP OF OBJECTIVES; TACTICS, AND SUCCESS INDICATORS.

Objective Tactics Success Indicators

To form posititie attitudes Printed Information
toward career education

To obtain the cooperation of
at least 50 percent of the
elementary teachers in the
use of career education
materials

S

Staff Development

a. Opinions
Parents
Teacher
Employer
Students

b. Letters

c. Phone Calls

d. Requests for Information

a. Claisroorn Bulletin Boards

b. Lesson Plans

c. Requests for Additional'
Information

d. Field Trips

e. Student Projects

Select Measurement Techniques.

Measurement techniques used in evaluating the effects of a particular implementation tech-
nique are varied. Some of the more common measurement teachniques include the following.

opiniOnnaires interest inventories
questionnaires attitudelcales
objective tests observation
rating scales anecdotal reports
checklists interviews

The local career education director often will find that the measurement technique will be so
specific that coenmercially available instruments will not be suitable for his/her needs. Therefore,
a director often will need to develop project specific measurement techniques. In other cases, the
director, will have to observe the behavior of the people to determine the impact of the project

Develop Instrumentation.

Instrument development is often a time-consuming and expensive process. In most instances,
the project director will find it difficult to develop extremely sophisticated instruments for evaluat-
ing the effects of the implementation technique. When: instruments are essential, they should-be as

6yi
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simple and direct as possible. Elaborate data collection efforts are usballsr not cost-effective, and
participants will often not take the time the complete them. Some commercially available instru-
romp for assessment of, students are becoming, available. However, these instruments would
geerally not sPecifically measure the effects of the techniques employed in the implementation
effOrt. The best results come from instruments which:

Collect only essential information.

Avoid the use ofdouble,barreled questions..

Do not se educational ja n.

Encour e open and hone xpression of opinion.

Avoid the use of "heavy'';statistical treatment.
r.

Try out the instrument prior to its official use. ,

Theleader it encouraged' to consult references on evaluation if mire sophisticated instruments
are desired. Tvio examples of these books include,:

Gottman, John M. Evaluation in Education, A Practitioner's Guide. Itasca,.III., F. E. Peacock
Publishers, Inc., 1972.

Popham, W. Jam'es. An Evaluation Guidebook. Los Angeles, Cal., The Instructional Objective
Exchange, 1972.

. Collect the Data.

'Once the evaluation instrument has been developed, the data can then be collected. The career
education director should be aware of a number of problems that will occur in this process such as:

uncooperative participants,

participants who are unavailable due to sickness and other reasons

judgments varying from one individual to another

unexpected outcomes of the technique not addressed by the instrument

paper and pencil reports from individuals which do not,correlate with actual conditions

In the collection of data it is essential that the project director have resources allotted for this pur-
pose (e.g., time, money, personnel).

Analyze Results.

The career education director must constantly review information related to the effect of the
implementation techniques. The director needs to recognize and anticipate problems and be
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'iliie*Pared to fake ixerective'attion as7quickly as possible. Data that is quantifiable. should be
analyzed as simply as possible. However; more sophisticated analysesmay be preferred .for evalua-

'Von qUestions of high importance. An example of an important statistical analysis includes data
related to the affective and cognitive domains of career education. However, in most instances
meant, medians, modes, and percentage analyses should be adequate. Simple bar graphs, line
graphs, pie charts, etc., may also be valuable in-summarizing the data in a meaningful manner. You
may want to refer to basic statistical reference's for methods to use in analyzing data.

1., The information obtained in the data analysis will be useful in determining future directions
for the project director during the implementation of career education products. Information on
the reformulation of strategies is presented in Step 7.

Guidelines for Assessing Actions

The impact of actions taken to implement career education products is determined in a man-
ner similar to that involved in other project evaluation efforts. A comprehensive evaluation includes
an examination of career education planning', processes, and products, i.e., the total implementa-
tion prpcess. Approximately five (5) to ten (10) percent of the project effort would be assigned to
evaluation. Some general guidelines for assessing the impactOf the ifnplementation processes are
listed below.

. The implementation objectives for the career education project should be incremental and
measurable.

The techniques should be appropriate for accomplishing the implementation objectives.

The sources of success indicators should be directly related to the techniques.

Efficient measurement techniques should. be employed.

Adequate provisions should be made for time, money, and personnel to conduct the
assessment.

Information related to effectiveness of the technique should be available in 'time to modify
the technique.

Existing information should be utilized whenever possible.

The rights and privileges of individual human subjects should be protected.

The following chart provides an example of identifiable success indicators and measurement
techniques as they relate to specific implementation objectives and implementation techniques.

,

Implementation
Objective

Implementation
Technique

Success
. Indicator

Measurement
Technique

To test career educa-
tion learning packe,s
and lesson plans with 2
teachers in each junior
high school

Small scale use of the
innovation

.

Teachers' reactions

Students' reactions

Observation

Opinionnaires

Cognitive Test
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Much of the information collected during the evaluation process must be analyzed and related
to the implementation Sitting. The career education advocate must constantIV compare facts
and perceptions with.observations during the implementation process. In this sense, the process of
selecting implementation techniques is a dynamic one Increrriental objectives change from day to
'day because new events impact upon the plans of the change advocate. Even with the achievement
of objectives, new goals must be set which are consistent with the time, money, and expertise
available.

6.

How.Successful Were The Techniques?

Previous steps have suggested ways to attain incremental objectives. For example, permission
to contact teachers in a high school for the purpose of inviting them to use some career educatidn
units may be obtained by a visit to, the principal's office. A phone call may work if, you have al-
ready established yourself with the principal. In this case, the attainment of the Objective is easy
to measure: either you were granted permission to contact teachers, or you were, not. Successful
results permit you to contact the teachers. Unsuccessful feedback means you will have to seek
another solution to the problem, The generation of alternative approaches (techniques) to the
resolution of the problem depends upon the situation, such as:

the.importance of the school in the overall implementation strategy

the degree of respect and trust you have with the principal

the location of authority in the school organization

Some techniques which may be considered are the following.

Bring pressure to bear on the principal by contacting teachers informally. (This violates
many of the implementation principles presented in the handbook and runs the risk of the
principal charging you with bypassing his authority.)

Contact the Assistant Superintendent for Instruction, and ask his advice on how to involve
teachers in the project. This approach may w6rk best in school districts with strong cen-
tralization of authority.

Arrange meetings for the principals in most of the schools in the district. The purpose of
this meeting would be to convince the persons present of the desirability of career educa-
tion materials and processes. You must have time available if you intend to use this
activity.

Any action you take as a'change advocate will elicit a response by persons in the implementa-
tion setting. Even apathy is a response, and sometimes unspoken gestures. can be more meaningful

* than verbal comment. You ability to perceive accurately the dispositions of clients toward career
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education is eisential in'any reformulation of the strategy: The System, you for monitoring
progress of implementation activities can give you the following types of information for reforMu-
kiting implementation strategies:

information on schedule chariges in the school system or the community
,

feedback froM clients indicating their acceptance of career education products

expere reports showing the amount of funds remaining in the project

information from your staff indicating breakdowns in communication'

The problems which surface "during"meetings with your staff and conticis.,with clients, should
be viewed as "red flags' which impact on future implementation activities. Either the incremental
objectiVes;dr the techniques, or both, should change as a result of problems noted during the irri-
plementation process. The datOase0nerated during yOur evaluation activities should be used as
a basis for technique selection in the reformulation process.

What Are The Logical "Next Steps?"

The formulation of an implementation strategy should be based on three interrelated judg-
ments:

4

Win the immediate past incremental objective achieved?

Is the strategy for achieving implementation still viable?

41.

What changes in objectf.yes or techniques are necessary?

_

The achievement of the incremental implementation objectives can be determined from your
eyaluation data. You identified criteria- for determining achievement of the objective when you
listed it As part of your implementation strategy. The difficUlt part comes in estimating changes
that need to be made in planned activities. You will need to answer the following questions:

Why was the objective not achieved? Was it inappropriate? Was it too difficult? Was it not
understood by those implementing the technique?

What additidnal changes in the implementation strategy are suggested by the events which,
have occurred since the plan was devised?

Are funds continuing at the level expected?

Are commitments to sponsors of the implementation activities the same, or can they 'be
scaled down to reflect the unanticipated problems which have been encountered? °

Throughout this procedural guide emphasis is placed on planned implementation activities.
Mistakes are made by persons making decisions based on impulse, personal preference, or lack of
information. The intent of the handbook is the establishment of procedures (techniques) which
resuk in the attainment of incremental objectives. These limited objectives allow project directors
to assess their activities frequently and adjust their schedule for changi6g circumstances and un-
anticipated events.
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. . .

Essentially, the same proceeluratare used to reformulate the imPlementation strategyas to,
devise It In the,fIrst place.

1. Attainable objectives must be established.

2 . Accurate diagnotis of theeriplamentation situation is essential.

The selection of a technique should be.your best estimate of what is needed to achieve
the objective under existing time and cost cOnstraieets.

. Implementation of the technique should_ be effective and efficient.

5. Evaluation holds the key to continued reformulation and progress -to ,ward iMplementa-
tion.

The following discussion provides examples of problem situations and model solutions in re-
formulation of strategies.

Problem Situation 1: Career education curriculum materials have been given to all teachers in
a high school. The teachers are aware of the expectations of the career education advocate and the
time deadlines of the implementation plan. However, the materials are not being used.

,Model SolutionThe teachers may not be using the career education materials because (1) the
materials may not be very well developed, (2) the teachers may not be convinced of the value
of career.education, (3) the teachers may not understand how the materials can be used in
their class, or (4) there may not be time or opportunity to use the materials effectively. There-
fore, a solution would be a meeting of the teachers to discuss the situation. They should be
willing to vocalize their feelings about the instructional materials to a nonjudgmental advocate
and with no fear of "reprisal." The advocate can then explain fully the use of,the materials
and address the teachers' concerns.

Problem Situation 2: Evaluation data from field trips and on-site supervision of students in
occupations indicate that the high school career education teachers are not taking advantage of
opportunities to place students in the community. Several placement opportunities exist, and the
busineis community appears eager to provide students with occupational experience.

Model SolutionThis situation is rather common among many teachers who have nofbeen
exposed to the business community and who have not been prepared to meet business
managers. The solution to the problem would be an insece program to train teachers to go
into the community for the purpose of identifying educational experiences for their students.
The career education advocate could arrange fie d trips for teachers to businesses. A group of
teachers could be invited to attend a meeting ohe advisory council. Leaders from business
and industry could attend teachers' meetin to talk about the educational opportunities
present in the business community.



CHARAOERISTICS OF AN EFFECTIVE
INSTALLATION STFilTEGY

1- ,Thefstrategy is responsive tO the clienis' perceived needs,

Communication addresses specialized ,client audiences, e.g., diverse viewpoints represented tn,
a community.

(4,

3. The strategy contains implementation techiiques which are specific to the incremental obit*.
tive being achieved.

4. The use of implementation technrques *ries depending upon:

a. the objective being achieved
b. the stage of the adoption
c. the degree of development of the product
d. the disposition of the client

5. The incremental objectives:

are operational
specify observable behavior ,

c. are written independently of other objectives'but are consistent with the terminal objec-
tives for the plan k J'',

d. express realistic levels of performance (are obtainable within a reasonable'time frame)
e. are sequenced logically ,

f. are flexible (able to be changed when circumstances change)
g. are related to time and cost constraints

6. The strategy is cost-effective.

7. The strategy contributes to systematic renewal of reformilation.

8. The staff pattern is adequate and appropriate.

a. Coordinators are competent.
b. Teachers have released time.
c. Provision has been made for outside consultants.
d. Staff deployment encourages advocacy.
e. Volunteers are used.
f. Positions are differentiated.



9. Co Ordination of implementation activities assured.

10. Evaluation is:

a. periodic
b. credible
c. consistent with the intent of the project
d. timely

Evidence is collected for:CurpOses of:

.a. technique selection
b. accountability
C. product adaptation

12. The strategy is consistent with the advocate's leadership style.

13. The strategy contains opportunities, for endorsements from persons in authoritative positions.

14. h e amount of interpersonal contact is high.

15. The strategy.includes the involvement of opinion leaders.

16. Interaotions with advisory council members are characterized by two-way communication.

17. The strategy emphasizes the relative advantages of the product.
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A#NOTATED RESOURCES

Antholz, Mary Bee. Illustrative Resources and Programs for Implementing Career DevelopmentA

Curricula in the Elementary Grades. Social Education: 39: 5: 316-9, May 1975.

A representative sample of career education programs that have a developmental focus
is presented. Also suggested are references and tools for teachers who want to implement
car,eer education at the elementary and middle school (K-8) levels through the social studies.
(Author/JR)

An Aid for Planning Programs in Career Education, Illinois Division of Vocational and Technical
Education, 1975. (ED 099 657)

Offered as an aid for developing sequential occupational education programs, the publica-
tion presents a concept in "career education plahnirig beginning with kindergarten and con-
tinuing through adult years. Career education goals are defined and steps in planning sequential
programs are outlined.

Budke, Wesley Eugene et al. Career Education Practice. Columbus, OH: The Center for Vocational
Education, The Ohio State University, December 1972. (ED 073 226)

This synthesis of career education program components identifies operational activities
and administrative problems associated with the use of program materials. The appendix con-
tains lists of project sites by state.

This publication is available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.

CareeoEduCation and jthe Businessman: A Handbook of Action Suggestions. Chamber of
Commmerce of the United States, Washington, DC, 1973.

The handbook is a compilation of thAuggestions for-action in respOnse to a set of 10
career educatio concepts, based on desirability, practical probability, and practical limita-
tions of each coi cept. The concepts deal with exchange programs for schools and the world
Of work, field trips, work experience for students, placement, resource persons, job satisfac-
tion, marketable skills, and job availability. Related suggestions are accompanied by a state-
ment of the concept being considered, an explanation of its basis, assumptions regarding the
idea, and problems associated with it.

Career Education: ln-Seniice Teacher Training Guide for Teachers, Administrators, and Counselors,
Northern Ari2ona University, Flagstaff, 1975. (ED 110 617) ,

The guide was developed to establish a structural approach to training teachers, adminis-
trators, and counselors in th . philosopht and techniques needed to integrate career education
into instructional program at all levels: It comprises a one-semester course to be taught in
extension courses or seminars, and is divided into 12 sessions.



Career Education: Strategies for Methods Teachers. Eastern Washington State College, Cheney.
Washington State Coordinating Council for Occupational Education, Olympia, WA, 1975.
(ED 112071)

Professors at Eastern Washington State College participated in a two-day conference on
the Development otStrategies for Incorporating Career Education in Methods Classes.
Speakers from the areas of economics, foregin languages, industrial education and technology,
physical education, psychology, sociology, and anthropology briefly described their indi-
vidual approacheito the problem.

Changing Times Education Service. A multimedia learning resource. Washington, DC: Changing
Times Education Service, 1975.

This publication Provides up-to date, authenticated information on career education
products. The materials are displayed and discussed in this pamphlet.

Catalogues and order forms are available from Changing Times Education Service,
Department R, 1729 H Street, Washington, DC 20006.

Davis, Dwight and Borgen, Joe. Planning, Implementing, and Evaluating Career Preparation
Programs. Bloomington, IL: McKnight Publishing Company, 1974.

This publication presents a practical approach to assisting local leaders with the-various
activities vital to the effective planning, implementation, and evaluation of career preparation
programs.

This publication is.available from the McKnight Publishing Company; Blommington, IL
61701.

Drier, Harry N.. Jr., Ed.; Martinez, Nancy S., Ed. Change Strategies and Techniques. The Adminis-
tration Qt Career Education: Module 2. The Center for Vocational Education, The Ohio
State University, 1975. (ED 115 919)

The module is one of a series of eight'developed to Provide rnservice training for adminis-
trators of career education programs. Each of the four leSsonsjs.organized.around a module
goal, supportive, content, and learning activities, with accompany, transparencies, task sheets,
and handouts. A section of supplementary readings also appears,.

EPIE Career Education Selection acid Evaluation Tobls. New York; NY: EPIE Institute, May 1975.
(ED 126 361)

This is a two volume'compendium of the "how to and "what of Career education mate-
rials: Volume I How to Select and Evaluate Instructional Materials:and Volume I f--750
Analyses of Prescreened Materials.

These are available from [PIE Institute, 463 West Street, New York, NY 10014.,

Fintzy, Laoriard I. An Infusion Strategy for Career Education. Career Education Monograph
Series: Volumel, 7. Yonkers Career Education Project, NY, 1974. (ED 105 232)
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The monograph examines the efficacy of usinneeer education as an organizing theme
around which education can be unified and by whictMe relevance of education can be
restored to a larger number of persons. The monograph concludes with five pages of career
education ciculum ideas,

Fulton, Barbara) Marshall, John C.; and Sohol, Alvin P. Career Education Strategies. St. Louis,
MO: Evaluative Research Associates, Inc., 1975.

This booklet for career education project directors defines education, recommends a
planning model, and lists program assessment procedures.

This booklet is available from Evaluative Research Associates, Inc., 8444 Florissant Road,
St. Louis, MO 63121.

Goldhammer, Keith and Taylor, Robert E. Career Education Perspective and Promise. Columbus,
OH:_ Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, A Bell and Howell Company, 1972.

This book contains significant contributions froth leading authorities in career education.
Four programs of career ed9cation in local and intermediate school districts are discussed.

Available from the-Cfrarte-cE. Merrill Publishing Company, 1300 Alum Creek Dr.,
Columbus, OH 43216.

Griffith, Robert and others. Advisory Committee for Career Education, 1976. (ED 115 734)

The school administrator directed document discusses organizing advisory committees
and provides general guidelines for their utilization by educational personnel- in developing
career education programs. Defining an advisory board as a group of representative laypeople
from the community, the guide discusses the needs, functions, and selection of such a group.

Gross, David E. and Kaplan, Robert M. A Model for the Dissemination, Implementation, and
Utilization of a Career Education Curriculum in Elementary and Middle School/Junior High
Classrooms: Description and Evaluation. Palo Alto, American Institutes for Research,
June 1974.

Part4 presents a theoretical model for the Dissemination, Implementation, and Utiliza-
tion (DIU) of educational innovations and, in particular, a career education curriculum for
grades K-9. This model is to serve as a guide for developers and government agencies in their
efforts to'have career education curriculum materials adopted and used in school classrooms.
A complete description of the methods used to implement the model in this project, and an
evaluation of the model's impact, sire provided in Part II of the report.

Available from The American Institutes for Research, P.U. Box 1113, Palo Alto, CA
94302.

Hall, Douglas C. The Design of Instructional Systems for Career Education: Options and Examples.
Palo Alto, CA: American_ Institute for Research, April 1974. .

The design of an instructional system for career education is discussed in this publica-
tion. In Part I, procedures for the implementation of career education are listed and-deScribed.
Part II of the manual describes the integration, adaptation, and application of career educa-
tion instructional system options in some selected specific educational environments.
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Available from the American Institutes for Research, P.O. Box 1113, Palo Alto, CA
94302.

Hoyt, Kenneth B.; Evans, Rupert N.; Mackin, Edward F.; and ManguM, Garth. L. Career Education.
Whet It Is and How To Do It. Salt Lake City, UT: Olympus Publishing Company, 1972.

This book contains a chapter on career education implementation. It discusses five
underlying developmental components of career education: the substantive content of
education; vocational skill training; carder development; the role of home and family; and
contributions of employers, employees, and labor organizations.

Available from the Olympus Publishing Compahy, 1670 East Thirteenth, South, Salt
Lake. City, UT 84105.

Hoyt, Kenneth B. Community Resources for Career Education. Monographs on Career Education.
Washington,' DC: Office of Career -Education, Office of Education, DHEW, 1976.

The information in this monograph came from two mini-conferences on career educa-
tion attended by persons representing the business/labor/industry community. It emphasizes
the need for collaborative efforts between career educators and representatives of the com-
munity. Organizations and agencies eager to be involved in career education activities are
described in the publication.

Hoyt, Kenneth B. K-12 Classroom Teachers and Career Educ tion: Beautiful People.
Monographs on Career Education. Washington, DC: Of ice of Car r Education, Office of
Education, DHEW, 1976.

Much of the information in this publication came from minisconferences on career
education conducted in 1975 by The Center for Vocational EcIttk:',t under the sponsorship
of the Office of Career Education, U.S. Office of Education. Tile, raph contains
some excellent reasons for implementing career education inati rceived benefits for
students and teachers.

4
Jesser, David L. Career Education: A Priority of the Chief State School Officers, 1976. (ED 122

099)

The book provides a selected summary of five reports regarding a study by the council
of chief state school officers relative to career education. In Chapter I, the concept of career
education, the author presents a broad discussion of career education, its operational proc-
esses, results of a questionnaire from 41 states and territories, and various agencies.

Keller, Louis J.. Career Education in-Service Training Guide. Morristown, NJ: areer Programs,
General Learning Corporation, August 1972.

This guide provides practical background information and suggested rocedures to help
local administrators in planning ,and implementing a career education in-servic training
program.

It is available from the General Learning Corporation, 250 James Street, Morristown, NJ
07960.
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Kennedy, Elsie. Implementing Career Education: Procedures and Techniques. Kentucky Univ rsity,
dilt Lexington. Vocational Eduction Curriculum Developrrient Center, University of Ken cky,

1974. (ED 098 409) j

Thelecond of five doctIments developed as an outgrowth of funded programs for-career
education in Kentucky, the booklet offers practical help in implementing career education into
a school system. It deals with the broader concepts permeating career education on a nation-
wide level and those having grown out of the practical experience of developing new state pro-
grams.

Magisos, Joel H. (ed.) Career Education. The Third Yearbook of the AVA. Washington, DC: AVA,
1973.

Thirty-four authors independently developed 31 chapters cdffiprising a volume of con-
trasting and complementary ideas. This book explains the foundations of career education,
describes evolving career education concepts, recommends the development of programs and
processes, relates efforts to develop operational and conceptual models, and presents the
perspectives of a diverse group of people.

Available from the American Vocational Associate, Inc., 1510 H Street,Washington,
DC 20005.

Mangum, Garth L.; Becker, James W.; Coombs, Garn; and Marshall, Patricia (ed.) Career Education
in the Academic Classroom. Salt Lake City, UT: Olympus Publishing Company, 1975.
(ED 115 825)

This book is designed to explore the relationships between traditional academic disci-
plines and the concepts of career education. It is the product of a conference sponsored by
the National Foundation for the Improvement of Education which brought together class-
room teachers and their representatives from seven national associations. It contains chapters
on science education, mathematics education, English education, social studies, the visual arts,
foreign language education, and education in the health sciences, recreation,-and physical
education.

Mannebach, Alfred'J. A System for Installing Career Education at the Local Level, 1973. (ED 085
592)

This is the report of a study conducted to develop a system which would identify the
primary elements needed to install career education at the local level, provide insight into
attitude changes needed regarding the installation of career education, 'identify strategies
that could be initiated to enhance the installation of career education, and to provide local
school personnel and the public with a comprehensive and systematic overview of their roles
and responsibilities regarding the installation and implementation of career education.

Manning, Brad A. The 'Trouble Shooting" Checklist: A Manual to Aid Educational Change Agents
in the Prediction of Organizational Change Potential. Austin, TX: The Research and
Development Center for Teacher Education, The University of Texas, November 1973.

This publication contains a gde ctive review or organizational change literature which
focuses on predictive institutional nriables in the adoption-diffusion process. The .
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development and use of the Trouble Shooting Checklist is discussed. Guidelines for change
agents faced with differing institutional situations are offered.

Available from the University of Texas, Research and Development Center for Teacher
Education, Austing, TX 78712.

Marland, Sidney P. Career Education. .A Proposal for Reform. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1974.

This recent book from a practitioner of career education, who was very instrumental in
the development and initiation of the concept, is interesting and useful. It describes both
processes of reform and examples of career education programs.

It is available from the McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1221 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020.

Maryland State Board of Education. Career Education: A Handbook for Implementation.
Develoi)ed with the U.S. Office of Education under a subcontract with the Olympus
Research Corporation. Washington, DC: Olympus Research Corporation, Feburary 1972.

This handbook was prepared for use with a series of conferences conducted thrOughout
the nation to familiarize decision makers with the nature and advantages of career education.

Available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC 20402.

McClure, Larry. Career Education Survival Manual. A Guidebook for Career Educators and Their
Friends. Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory. Salt Lake City, UT: Olympus Publishing
Company, 1975.

This handbook is designed to clarify the many concepts and issuessurrounding career
education. It is structured with an index fOr easy reference. It is written for anyone who wants
a succinct, general overview of what people soy about career education and how they're going
about doing it.

Available from the Olympus Publishing Company, 1670 East 13th South, Salt Lake City,
UT 84105.

McCormack, Edward J.; and others. A Handbook for the Preparation of Educational Personnel in
Career Education. Final Project Report, 1976. (ED 127 446)

The handbook contains a set of related elements designed to assist persons concerned
with preparing educational personnel in career education, identifies and discusses some basic
elements needed to create a preservice career education program on a university campus to
complement inservice training.

Nelson, Richard E. Guide for Implementing Career Education, 1974. (ED 115 906)

The guide provides background information and suggested procedures to assist 01001
adMinistrators in'the planning and implementation of career education in a local school dis-
trict. Key decision-making bodies are necessary to implement an effective career education
program (school 'boards superintendent, principals, instructional staff, c9unselOrs, and the
community), and suggested activities and considerations kir each of 'm arc. presented.
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Niemeyer, Roger. The Michigan Career Education Infusion Model and Social Studies Instruction in
Select Michigan Schools. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the National Council for
the Social Studies, Atlanta, GA, November 1975. (ED 115 527)

The Michigan program for teaching career education through social studies is described.
This progi-arn provides career preparation through the necessary academic or vocational
training and career development through the acquisition of self-awareness knowledge, career
awareness knowledge, career decision-making skills, and career planning and placement. The
primary delivery system for career development is the social studies instructional program.

Norton, Robert E. Staff Development Guidelines and Procedures for Comprehensive Career Educa-
tion, 1975. (ED 115 907)

The guidelines are intended to assist the inservice program coordinator with .a staff de-
velopment program for comprehensive career education. Appended are several instruments
including career education competency statements for teachers, counselors, and administra-
tors; self-assessment and needs assessment materials; and workshop planning kit.

Nort4n, R bert E.; and others. Staff Development Program for Promotg More Effective Use of
Com unity Resources in Career Education Section 2: In-Service Program. Modules A-H,
1975. ( D 115 926)

The nservice program section of the staff development prograin for promoting more
effective se of community resources in career education consists of eight modules. Each
module con ns an instructional plan, suggestions for the inservice coordinator, handout
and transparency masters, and resource materials. The eight separate modules are: community
resources and career education, use of local community resources, using resource persons,
using field trips, experiencing the work setting, using community-school advisory committees,
involving community organizations, and application activity.

Prince, Charlton R.; and others. American Business and School-Based Career Education. The
Community and School-Based Career Education, 1975. (ED 121 943)

The guide is part of a six-volume planning and resource program to involve the com-
munity in career education. Strategies, goals, resources, and rationale are suggested for di-
rectly involving employers in the definition and supply of edubational experiences. Included
in the guide is an implementation-based model for employer participation. Specific examples
of learning activities and matrices illustrating curriculum planning are offered for all learning
levels (preschool through adult learning).

The Comprehensive Career Education System: System Administrators Component K-12. Educa-
tional Properties, Inc., 1976. (ED 114 526)

Using the example of a career education model developed by the Orange County,
California consortium, the document provides guidelines for setting up career education pro-
grams in local educational agencies. Component ley Is, a definition of career education, and
consortium program background are discussed.

Tiedman, David V.; Schreiber, Marilyn; and Wessell,- Jr., Tyrus R.4iKey Resources in Career
Education: An Annotated Guide. DeKalb, IL: ERIC Clearinghouse in Career Education,
April 1976.
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This Guide was written to foster a comprehensive understanding of career education. It
contains 220 annotated references ranging from a general orientation of career education to
a section on resource guides anti model programs. Over 75 pages are devoted to factors in-
fluencing the implementation of career education. It contains a place, title, and program in-
dex.

Venn, Grant. Seeking an Administrative Commitment to: Innovation, 1976. (ED 126 303)

One area wherein administrative commitment to innovation can be developed is in the
field of career education. Career education is a useful concept that Can unite the private,
public, and work lives of individuals in a meaningful manner. In order to develop the con-
cept of career education and its meaning, news ideas and procedures as well as changes in the
thinking of policy makers and administrators is necessary. Some of the ideas that have to
be understood are: infusion, policy, change, authority, and history.

Worthington, Robert M. Career Education in the United States Today: What It Is, Where, and the
Results So Far. Project Baseline Supplemental Report. Flagstaff, AZ: Project Baseline,
Northern Arizona University, June 1974.

This report traces the historical background of the career education concept and dis-
cusses present awl future prospects for implementation of career education nationally.

Available from Project Baseline, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ 86001.
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20 USC 1865.

I

Appendix A
.1. °

EDUCATION AMENDMENTS OF 1974
PUBLIC LAW 93-380

August 21, 1974
(pp. 69-71)

CAREER EDUCATION

SEC. 406 (a) It is the sense of Congress that
(1) every 'Id should, by the time he has completed secondary

school, be prepare or gainful or maximum employment and for full
participation in our so iety according to his or her ability;

(2) it is the obligation of each local edUcational agency to provide
that preparation for all children (including handicapped children and all .

other children who are educationally disadvantaged) within The school
district of such agency; and

(3) each State and local educational agency should carry out a pro-
gram of career education which provides every child the widest variety of
career education options which are deSigned to prepare each child for
maximum employment and participation in our society according to his
or her ability.
(b) It is the purposeof this section to assist in achieving the policies set

forth in subsection (a) by
(1) developing information on the needs for career education for all

children;
(2) promoting a national dialogue on career education designed to

encourage each State and local educational agency to determine and adopt
the approach to career education best suited to the needs of the children
served by them; )

(3) assesing the status of career education programs and practices,
including a reassessment of the stereotyping of career opportunities by
race or sex;

(4) providing for the demonstration of the best of the current career
education programs and practices by the development and testing of
exemplary programs and practices using various theories, concepts, and
approaches with respect to career education;

(5) providing for-the training and retraining of persons for conduct-
ing career education programs; and

(6) developing State and local plans for implementing career educa-
tion programs designed to insure that every child has the opportunity to
gain the knowledge and skills necessary for gainful or maximum employ-
ment and for full participation in our society according to his or her
ability.
(c) (1) In order to carry out the policies, purposes, and provisions of
this section, there is established in the Office of Career Education (here-
after in this section referred to as the "Office"). The Office shall be

aheaded by a Director.
(2) The Director of the Office shall report directly to the Commis-

sioner.
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(d) For the purposes of this section, the term "career education" means
an education process designed

(1) to increase the relationship between schools and society as a
whole;

(2) to provide opportunities for counseling, guidance, and career
development for all children;

(3) to relate, the subject matter of the curricula' of schools to the
needs of persons to function in society;

(4) to extend the concept of the education process beyond the
school into the area of employment and the community;

(5) to foster flexibility in attitudes, skills, and knowledge in orcitht°r
to enable persons to cope with accelerating change and obsolescence;

(6) to make education more relevant to employment and function-
\ning in society; and

(7) to eliminate any distinction betWeen education for vo tipnal
purposes and general or academic education.
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30 TECHNIQUES FOR
IMPLEMENTING EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS



TOOLS FOR EDUCATIONAL CHANGE: 30 Tethniques for Implemeniing Innovations

This section of the handbook is intended to be used with'the procedural guidelines (steps one
through seven).. However, there appears to be a demand for these thirty implementation techniqdes,
They are packaged separately with the understanding that other sections of the handbook are needed
for adequlte interpretation and use of the techniqpes.

The appearance of any technique in this ha
The Centerfor-VOcati- a Lo-rFrEdTcaTie sponsor of this project. The techniques represent tools
which are used to influence other people in the world today. Their application and use is a highly
individual matter depending upon the skill of the advocate, the conditions in the career education .

implementation environment and the likely outcome of the use of the technique. The use of these
techniques is non-prescriptive: an assessment of the effect of each technique shduld rake place be-
fore another is used.

II . a I. - e

The techniques have'been ordered from the most informative to the most directive by the
authors. The 'informative techniques take more time and provide a great deal of freedom for many
types of responses. The directive techniques limit the activities of subordinates; they can be carried
out in a relatively brief period of time. Persuasive techniques have many uses by career education
because they are effective under many different conditions.

'It should be emphasized here that the organization of the techniques into the three modes
evolves from the nature of the techniques and how they are used.

The techniques are arranged within three categories, or modes. The techniques also move log-
ically, though perhaps not always sequentially, from one mode to the next. They progress in nature
frtini low to high severity, and in use froMthoitghiful care_to_extreme

The three modes include the following grouping of implementation techniques,

Informative Persuasive. Directive

1.

2.
Printed Information
Audiovisual Material'

11. Personal Interview
12. Role Playing

25.
`Legal26. Legal Mandate

3. Mass Media 13. Cooperation ; 27. Fait Accompli
4. Lecture 14. Staff Development 28. Strategic Replace-
5. Symposium 15. Differentiated Staffing ment of Staff
6. Demonstrano 16. Involvement in 2 : Thr is of
7. Survey Feedb,n Product Development unishmerit
8. Discussion 17. Small-Scale,Use of 30. Strikes/Boycott
9. Brainstorming the Innovation

10. Consultation 18. Competition
19. Bargaining
20.- Promotion of the

Product
21. Endorsement by

Authorities
22. Recognition of

Li ial Users
23., F)pkinci,i1 Incentive
24.. '''Overstatement .



The de initions section offers brief overviews of the th,reicategories. This section explains the
modes into vdhich the techniques fall, and discusses the clegreteM se, erity and use of the techniques
within the modes. The section also suggests how to proceed'frOm one mode to another to better
encourage the mutual understanding and dialogue whichcontFiblite.to effective advocacy and
capacity for change. ,t

The technique ,cards provide further discussion. They ars°, include explanations of advantages
and disadvantages regarding product, client, and advocate, ,artiwil.1 offer advice for realistic, active
use of each technique. --. , 4

.:7'..

A.'
,..

DEFINITIONS

Informative Mode
,

Informative techniques for implementinw,innovations:prpvide aase for illustrating the value Of
Career Education proclits, for raising the Consciousness 'of 'Clients, and for orienting clients to the
factors involved in implementing Career E'ducation. These tqhniques'are not and shoUld not in any

t not see-them as. ontrol maneuvers,"way be used authoritatively. Clients mu
Clients should see th'es'e techniqueS ly as Ways. f re

/particular local situations and individual needs. Progr ssior4.
mocle.shouldinvolve consicier,atioh of the econd -Pers ashVe

vt1 g information whi
m one technique to
de. That is, clienq ngaginig in any

one of the informative techniques should be.awere off the ne ep toward implementation, advocacy,
and change: that of being open to techniqueswhichcan persuade persons to become involved in ac-
tual product and program competition, developmen,t, promotion, bargaining, and cooperation t9
achieve objectives. 'al

yen as persuasion.
addresses their
nother in this

Persuasive Mode

,

Persuasive techniques involve a much more defined exchange between client and advocate in
wpich the client must take on greater responsibility for maintaining dialogue between the advocate
and client and for promoting product and program acceptance and use. The client, however, must
not perceive these persuasive techniques as coercive measures; the advocate mustbe extremely care-
ful that his/her "'persuasive" actions do not evolve into injunction and mandate. In this mode, the
client must see himself/herself as becoming self-dapacitated, as developing hiS/her own person style
and meeting hisiher own objectives as well those'of a product or prbgram.

Directive Mode

Directive techniques are those which "impinge" on the client and which can be truly effective
only it the client has progressed through informative and persuasive stages. Extreme caution must'
be used with ,,these techniques in order for clierrts to feel realistic'capacity to impleMent change which
meets their specific needs. Clients must recognize directive techniques as "real world" decisions,
charges, and constraints which they mush deal with in responsible and human ways. Sanctions, man-
dotes, and specific staffing decisions cansfisibpt progress toward advocacy, implementation, and
change., Or-, they can successfully confront IndIVIduls with!necessary compliance with program
needs.



INFORMATION: brochure, article,

Onouncoment, newsletter

A

Printed information refers to any ,type of messege in print, whether it is a newspaper article to

the general public or a brochure timed at selected teachers od the professiongstaq,

,DISCUSSION

Printed informatr allows the client to take'it

home, share it with others, and reread th'e rfiessage,

It'is an extremely valuable tool 'for deyeloping ideas ;

among Professionals and lay persons alike. , You, as

the advocate, have an ppportunity to word your

message carefully and aptletl to the rational think.

ing of Individuals, Printed informatibn can be used

for mass audiences to reach Per'sOns in the cool'
muriity), or it can be targeted to a veryspecific

client, e.g., a memo to a principal in a school

building.r ,

The astute career education project director

wi4 find many ways to use printed information,

wisely, Rational information in a daily or weekly

newspaper provides a means of explaining why

career education is, important,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Frequently, it.becomes necessary to establish

cor,itinping communications with individuals who

are involved in iMplementing career education; A

means for doipg this isthe weekly newsletter which

updatespeople on dates,and'creates awarenpss of,

the product being fraptentented.

# ADVANTAGES

As it relates' o the Ptoduct. Printed information provides an opportunity, for the advocate to

describe the product accurately and tolirovide cues for its use in the community.
R.

As it relates to the client. Printed information allows the client to study comments from the

advo'cale and others carefully at times convenient to the client, It also provides documertation

for action taken both by the 'client and the advocate,

At it,relates to-the ekeeto, Printed information allows the advocate to release Ideas selectively

to clients over a,periob of 'Mlle. That is, an advocate may wish to convey a simple message early

in the implerhentation of career education; later, the message may become comPlex as the prob

lois of implementation,become more obvious.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the Predirt. it may rfttbt possible to adequatelktexplain the merits of the

product in the sPace,av lable, . ,

As it relates to the client. There may be a tendency kir the client to misunderstand, the message

or become Unneceiserilyexcited about the prospect of using the innovation. This excitement

can take,the form of expecting too much from the innovation. Clients may become apprehensive.,

II

As it relates to the advocate, ,,The printed message must be free pf technical or Social biases since

it becomes documentation for communication with the client, Advocate's' may find it difficult

to take irentto write the necessary printed messages,



AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL: filmstrip, slide, tape

This technique utilizes equipment which appeals to the sense of sight as well as sound.

DISCUSSION

he films and tapes may take many forms, e.g,

videStape, 16 mm film, flit, The message is consistent,

and it provides the opportunity, fora uniform quality

control, Clearly, an audience will retain more of the

message when they "see""the content as well as hear

the speaker, Audiovisual presentations are cost effec

tive for,reacbing similar audience) in different locations.

They can be packaged and synchronized to a taped

script for easy transportation, 'A slide presentation

provides additional flexibility when compared with'a

filmstrip. Slides may be adapted to fit the local set.

tine,

.A\

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION '

A meeting of a local civic dssociation would

be an eXcellent opportunity for the showing of a

slide/tape presentation. It combines the fxibilitV

of conducting amall.group meeting with the

polished format of a presentation prepared in

advance.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. An audiovisua presentation usually provides the best opportunity

to kiln characteristics of the product. tographs may be taken which add to the written

or spoken message,

As it relates to the client. Clients' attention isincreased with the use of posters, slides, or other

art work. The message in an audiovisual presentation usually is retained longer by the audience,

'As it relates to the advocate. Audiovisual material gives the advocate a transportable vehicle for

conveying information to diverse audiences in different settings. It can be Used byilridividuals

who have a limited knowledge of career education.

DISADVANTAGES

\usit relate the product. The audiovisual presentation ,requires time and money which could

be ed in other product implementation activities. ,

As it re tes to,the client. A program4 audiovi,silar presentation with a script prepared in

advance ends to limit the opportunity for qUestfons and discussion,

As it relates to the advocate, It may be teIpting for the advocate to use an expertly done

audiovisual presentation which is obsolete or irrelevant to the audience.

(



3. MASS MEDIA

.t
Mass media is defined as television spots, radio announcements, newspaper articles, or other

means of conveying a uniform message to a large and diverse audience,

DISCUSSION

Advocates use different media for, influencing

various audiences, The use of television or newspaper

articles as a means of communicating relatively standard

messages to large audiences is very cost effective, The

need foi public information about career education

occurs during the initial phases of a project or when

there is a need to communicate, the results of a survey.

Hopefully, there will he many reasons to 'communicate,

career education activities to the public. The names of

students and teachers involved'nvolved in career education should

be kept before the public, Professional journals may be

used to communicate with other career education experts

across the nation, but they would be of little benefit, for

example, when informing local taxpayers of plans for

career education,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Mass media is an efficient means of informing the

local community. Newspaper articles can be used to

make community members aware of career education

in the school system. This awareness becomes partic,

ularly vital to the success of the program as students

are placed in industry and businesses To a lesser

extent, ;his technique can be used to influence schOol

staff members who are living in the community.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product, Mass media provides an excellent means of conveying e relative

advantage of career education in contrast to other fo of education, Documen d facts and

figures are welcomed by newspersons.

As it relates to the client. Clients are ableo obtain a n7ximum amount of information with

very little effort on their part,

As it relates to the advocate, Mass media can be an effective measns of extending the advocate's

influence to the community and the public in general.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. The public could be led to expect more than the product,is designed,

to deliver, This potential disadvantage can be controlled by the advocate's release of factual In

formation with careful attention td any comment about future events.

As it relates,to the client. The client does not always know about the authenticity of the infor.

motion provided through mass media sources. This is why it becomes desirable to solicit interest

on the part of the community members to become involved in the project, thus obtaining first

hand information for,themselves,

As it relates to the advocate. The message transmitted via mass media channels must be stan

dardized with little opportunity for targeting the content to specific groups, Once information

has been released to a community via mass media channels, it becomes very diffiaslt to retract.



4. LECTURE

A lecture is a talk given before an audience to provide information about the innovation,

DISCUSSION

It is easy to overuse the lecture technique

because the project director usually has a better

knowledge of career education than members of

his or her staff or the clients in the school Or

community. There are times when a lecture is

. the most appropriate means of communicating

with groups of people. However, implementation

of a product usually requires interpersohal com

munication with an opportunity for the listener

to raise questions and provide comments for the

speaker. Small groups, rather than large groups,

are the rule, Informal, spontaneous communica-

tiofls more likely to-influence others rather than

formal comments prepared in advance of the

meeting.

THE TEC411OUE IN ACTION

Early in the history of any project it becomes t

necessary to convey a 4arge amount of inforMation ,

lo a large audience in a limited amount of,time.

Fiequently, the setting for such an occasion is an

auditorium with most of the teachers from a given

school present. The innovations may be introduced

using the lecture technique to create awareness of

career education among many persons at the same

time.

89

ADVANTAGE

As it relates to the product. The lecture method provides an opportunity for the advocate to

lief tly discuss the merits and problems of thtproduct The notes can be prepared in ed

e, free,of interruption and questions by the client.

As it relates to the client. Thiclient has an opportunity to obtain a vast amount of information

la short length of time by the lecture method;

,
(1

As it relates to the advocate. The advocate of career education, e.g., the speaker in a lecture

situation, has an opportunity to convey feelings and impressions as well as information through

the lesturp method.,

DISADVANTAGES
1

As it relates to the prduct Unless lecturer is completely familiar with the'product, he/she

may not communicate .its merits to the audience.

As it relates to, the cli,eht. 'There is little opportunity for the client to take notes or remember

what is said in a lecture without supplemental material being istributed,

As it relates to the advocate. The lecture must be prepared in advance and exhibit authoritative

information abbut career education, It requires orgariizition and technical knowledge on the

part of the advocate

, .
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5 SYMPOSIUM

A symposium is. defined as a meetingmeeting where several speakers deliver a presentition,on a corn

mon topic to an audience,

DISCUSSION

The purpose of a symposium may differ

depending on the stage of implementation: It

may be used to inform an audience of the merits

of career education during early stages ofadoPtion,

or to explain new alternatives to the use of the

product. An opportunity would be ptovided

to raise questions with the speakers following

each presentation, The assignment of specific

to`pics, and/or varying points ofiview which

are deliberately represented, Makes the

symposium a more formal meeting than

discuision or brainstorming sessions.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

The symposium may be used to clarifY

or reinforce reasons for adopting career

education. Or it may be presented as a debate

over alternative implementation strategies,

ADVANTAGES

fAsormitarledleitseclusts%tn since topics are frequently assigned in

the

advance,

Product, The symposium allows the product to be fairly represented

.t1RINOOgrwrIWIIONN

As it relates to the dient. The technique allows for all sides of an issue to be discussed for the'

benefit of a mass audience, The point of view of the user of the product should be represented,

i

stoymenpodosirusemo,
position or another, Implementation decisions may become the object of the

As it relates to the advocate. The symposium can be used to divert pressure on the advocate
one

the advocate to take a neutral position.

f\
DlzIADVAuTAGES

As i relates to the product, Discussions of the product during the symposium are influenced

by t of the speaker, f

As it relates to the client. The client views (which are different from those of the advocate)

must be determined and assigned to speakers in advance of the symposium dates, It may be

difficult to do this; and therefore, the client may not be farily represepted,

As it relates to the advocate,
The sYrnposi may place the advocate at a disadvantage in

,fsoyrrimpoulsaituining

speaker

ei

ker recoMmends a policy or procedure which is opposed to the one being fol-

roPlementation strategy. Thi is particularly true if a wellknown and respected

lowed by the advocate,



6. DEMONSTRATION

. Demonstration is the use of'career education materials and procedures as examples,to illustrate

their value to others,

DISCUSSION

Demonstrations are most effective when the viewers

Coble from schools and communities which are similar to

the demonstration site, Such a'"match" is not always

possible, Nit speakers shoultake every opportunity to

relate td the backgrounds of the audience, The demon

stration may be used effectively to create awareness of

potential career education opportunities) It may require

travel to'another school to observe the career education

curriculurrl in operation, Effective use of the demon;

stration requires preparation prior to and following the

visit. The advocate'should tell the observers what to

look foi in the demonstration setting, A debriefing

session shouldpbe held following the trip, This will

reinforce observations at the site and assist the clients

in making use of the informatidn in their own setting.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

A career education techniqUe such as the use of

a community resource person to explain a class of

occupations present in th de mmunity may be demon

strated to teachers in a n r of Ways: (1) teachers

may be invited to observe a class with a resource person,

or (2) a "simulation" could be held with the resource

person discussing comments he or she plans to make in

front of a class, Another example of the technique is

the use of a career education teacher to demonstrate

materials in the classroom.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product, A demonstrated use of the product removes doubts about .its

practicality and appropriateness for specific settings,

As it relates to the dent. Individuals can see for themselves the effectiveness of the product

for students. Usually, opportunities are provided to ajk and answer questions posed by the

client.

As it relates to the advOcate, The demonstration provides a realife opportunity for advocates

to promote career,education in a natural setting, It is possible to capture the spontaneity of

pupilcentered learning by involving students in the demonstration.

DISADVANTAGES

As itrelates to thrrproduct, There may not be time or oppOrtunity to observe the entire:product

during the demonstration. The demonstration site conditions may not allow all aspects, of the

product to be exhibited.

As it relates to the dent. The cost Of visiting a'demonstration site in another schobl may be

prohibitive. If teachers must be away fromjtheir classrooms,isubstitutes must be found.

As it relates to the advocate;Thertmay_be a tendency for the advocate to relax his/her imple-

mentation of career education once teachers aridothers-have observed for themselves the effec

tiveness of the product, However, research clearly indicates the need for techlittsuppori and

resources on the site where career education is to be used in order to implement the prqduct

effectively,



11 SURVEY FEEDBACK

Survey feedback suggests a two.step process of (11 conducting a survey and (2) reporting the

results back to the respondents.

DISCUSSION

This technique involves the use of a question.

laire or other device for obtatining a broad base of

information from clients over a 9ecified time period

with a report 6f the summarizeddata, This tech

nique assures clients of some return on their invest._

merit of time and energy while responding to the

questions, Surveys are impor,tant in the formulation

of a diffusion strategy because (1) they allow the

advocate to sample a broalase,of opinion relative

to the acceptance of career education, and 12) they

provide an opportunity to involve the client in.a .

participatory experience, Survey feedback is a

means of collecting information for rational

decisionrnaking.

07,

'THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

,

Survey fe bar could bi:used in the

solicitation of opi 'ons from the community

on the desirabilit of 'career education. This

information cou become extremely valuable

in uncovering potential pockets of resistance

to occupationallyoriented programs of career

education,

fa

ADVANTAGES

V

As it relates to the product. Sur dback may identify conditions in the school system or

community which may require re s in the product.

As it relates to the client. This technique allows clients to respond to suggestions by the change

advocate, _Their willingness to accept career education may be influenced by the knowledge

gained by reading the survey report.

As it relates to theidvocate. This technique allows the advocate to promote the concept of

career education and communicate the resultspf "collective", decisionmak4,.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. None.

As it relates to the client. Rarely will the client have enough information provided to make

meaningful suggested changes in:the career education products or implementation procedures.

He/she always will be responding from a-limited information base,

As I relates the advocate. The use of a silty in the developitent of an implementation

strategy requi es time for responses tote summarized, interpreted, IN disseminated,. Tins

additional burden may distract the advocate from more important planning decisions.



8. DISCOS$10N

This technique,is defined as conversation or informal debate among clients or between an

advocate and a client,

DISCUSSION

A discussion may be conducted in small group

meetings which allow opportunities for participants

to engage in a dialogue with the advocate, Comments

are relatively spontaneous and informal, Rarely,does

;discussion by itself lead to the resolution of stated

problems, The technique should be viewed as a means

of creating awareness of implementation problems, and,

to a degree, formulating alternative solutions, The use

of reason and/or arguMent may becoMe prevalent in

a discussion, Positions May be stated and views

expressed, The opportunity for criticism of others',

ideas is present.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Teachers.in a school building may be asked to

discuss the occupational goals held by most students

upon graduation from high school. In this way they

may recognize the value.of career education,

9!,

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the'product. The discussion should allow maiimum opportUnity for all asPects

of the product to be reviewed. Both critics and proponents of,career education should be *.
present.

As it relates to the client. Smallgroup discussiOn can be an effective folloyp to mass media

presentations, It provides an opportunity for teachers aneothers tolshare their impression of

career education,

As.it relates to the advocate. Discussion can provide for the formulation of implementation

strategies. It provides a vehicle for users'of career education to give the advocate advicton how

to approach teachers and others who are important to the acceptance and use career efica

tion products,

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. The characteristics may be uhfairly represented by an over enthusi

astic critic or proponent in the discussion group,

As it relates to the client. Discussion which is overly argumentative can become devisive and

can polar* the client in his/her future activities with the advocate,

As it relates to the advocate, Discussion groups take time and require preparation; It may not

be possible for the advocate to participate in as much discussion of the product as he or she

desires,



Brai ,storminti ref ers,to the use of small groups to generate bright, potentially useful ideas.

DISCUSSION

Il(riit chnie y works best youps'of three to

sevee indivi uals. Sometimes it s desirable to declare

inoratorim on all criticism) articularly, this may

be done in he early stages of the interaction to allow

all possible ideas 'to be suggested to the group. This

May result

.members

solutions

signed to

to solicit

with &He

may be de

Rave a mil

discussed.

in some urlique contributions from staff

hich, with revision, could lead to novel

f a pioblem. The technique is not de,'

nswer quettions; rather, it is an agent

ew and variefiuggestions, frpm iyersonst

ent background! and competencies, It

sirable assuroithat the persons present '01

'Mum khowledge,of the topicl beirig

THE TECHNIQUE IN AGII;1,

'Th any opportunities to solicit new

ideas via he oral storminvechnique during the

implerne tenon rocess. The caner education staff

may be c they to genbrate various ways to

approach the siness community fo( assistance'

with career, ed,ucation. Another example of this

technique would.be the use of elementary school

teachers tosuggest' ative'methods for incor-

porating an instri, ackage into the cur-

riculum.

to

,ADVANTAGES,

,
As it relates to the product: Brainstorming sessions reveal unique;and appropriateNways

of applying cave ;e'i education to'th'e local' settin'g? Such assis nce tq the arbtr 'education

advocate could result-in major adaptations of the prodOct..

Ai it relates to the client. Thistechnique allows fdr involvernectt by potential users of, career;

education', Theyhave the opportunity to contrioule mean*ul sugestions for implententation
which,a4likely to facilitate acceptance of the product.

.J

As it relates to the advocate, Brainstorming assists the advocate in form'ulating implementation

strategies. It casts him/her in (herder role whith should increase rapport with the client audrience,

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product, Some of the product,applipa 'ins suggested may nbt be appropriate

as career education activities. If usid') such changes could destroy tile benefits of career educe- .

Lion.

(
,As it relattito the ch t. Clients may leave the.brainstorming session somewhat frustrated

since no ittg).pt, is m de to reach consensus. ParfIcipants in brainitorming are viewed as
. advisory only in the formulation of implementation strategies. ';f v

i
f

'

As it relates to the advocate. The advocate must be sufficiently open-minded td.tonsiderpr
accept novel Ideas suggested by the clients.

190



CONSULTATION

Consultation refers to the act of giving advice to a client, usually at the client's request.

DISCUSSION

Consultation may include a'wide range of activities

such as diagnosing the situation, refining a request for

information, or adapting the product to unique needs Of

the local situation. It is used most frequently in the

initial phases of the project to'conceptualize and evaluate

needed changes in the product or the adoption situation.

This collaborative endeavor between a change advocate

anda client may be used to encourage friendship and'

trust, It may be used to influence the outcome of a .

decisiop; but, usually, the consultant conveys informa.

tion about the product or adoption situation in an

lye manner, Consultation occurs most frequently

on tl neto.one bais. However, a consultant may be

invited to work with a gfoup of teachers during in.

0, service education,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Consultation is especially useful in obtaining

highly specialized expertise which is not available

among inject Staff, A career education project

director may with to use consultation in the design

'of,piocedUres to assess tf4impact of the projeat

on student growth and development.

1

ADVANTAGES

\

As it relates to the proddct, Some products require adaptation to site conditions as they are

being implemented. It is natural and desirable to call in the developers of thp product to con.

suit with local school officials for cha nges to be Made in the product;

As it relates to the client, Most clients view consultation as an excellent means of communi.

eating their needs to advocates of a new program. It provides a forum for discusilon of ideas

which cin effect the local situation as well as changes in the product.

/

ds it relates to the advocate. It is to the advocate's advantage to consult with clients and experts

whenever possible. It provides information fo the advocate as a basis for project implementation

decisions. During the consultation, the advocate has an opportunity to establish rapport with

the client and others involved in the implementation process, )

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. Unless the consultant has been previously associated with the

product, he or she may have some difficulty in understanding the product in the time available.

As it relates to the client. The consultant may be perceived as an outsider who does not under- ,

stand the problems and concerns of the persons who must use the product; The consultant

may have limited knoMedge\of the actual needs of the clients.

As it relates to the advocate, The consultant may give the advocate unsound advice, or the

consultant may be critical of the advocate's implementation procedures.'



1 PERSONS INTERVIEW

This technique consists of an interpersonal conversation between two persons, an advocate and

a client.

DISCUSSION

The personal interview allows for much

freedom and flexibility when discussing career

education. Usually, the interview takes place in

an office or teachers' lounge: Alative privacy

is assured, Both the advocate and the client,

(parents, teachers, administratorskhould feel

free to express themselves. A personal inter-

view provides an opportunity for the advocate

to build a personal relationthip with, the client.

This should lead to mutuartrust and goal setting

for the implementation of career education,

)

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

It sometimes becomesfnecessary to obtain

the attention of the decisionmaker in the

school system. Building, principals and persons

in the superintendent's office ireksy. Ari

advocate should make an aOpo'Timent with

.the administrator and shoWliintdor, her the

courtesy of an individual, private conversation.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. The personal interviewill4ides an opport

of career education. Specific objections and/or benefits may be raised

mutual trust and consideration.

ity for clos

n an atmospher

As it relates to the client. The personal interview may be scheduled at the discretion of the,

client. This convenience. and special attention may result in more favorable response to the

advocitt's demands,

As it relates to the advocate. provides a unique opportunity to display the benefits of career

education in the atmosphere of the client's office'or home. This setting allows the advocate to

`observe inforrnational and other professional needs of the client.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. It is not always possible to transport the product to a private office

or home setting, Therefore, pliotographs or other. information may become necessary as the

advocate explains career education to the client.

As, it relates to the client. 'None,

As it relates to the advocate. Use of the personal interview tech* ue requires a great deal of

time and a sense of timing on the pan of the advocate'. An ineArienced advocate may not

be able to organize hislherscliedule sufficiently to effectigely utilize this technique,



1 PLAYING

The assignment of a position or function to an individual for the purpose of acting out a

simulated situation,

1 ,

'DISCUSSION 44,

Career eduation requires new roles and duties

for school staff members, the visitation of school

staff to businqses for the, supervIsion of studerito

employees. Su'Eh dulies mai'reluA immediate 'change'

ir the ictivities'engagecrinAstijodl,staff

Role playing iptUseful tecliniq4 fatthe purpose of

sensitizing staff to the problems and batfierS, theY,are,

liktIttaConfrontin thei new position. Occasionally,

the technique can be used to.aid,a staff mernber with

probl,leMs,hp haul g on tivjob. However,:

the ueof the technique a a therapeutic device should
v.1
-occur only under the superviiion,of It highly qualified

individual, If is not recommended for use in this

manner by career education advkates,

r r

TEC N106E-IN Apo'

\'
FreCluently, t ntation of caliper

education equires individual 'o be place in new

and unfarfliar roles, Many ti teacher's are

asked to become coordinators career eclOcatibn

for more than one building, This calls for an

ability to schedule their activities and develop

interpersonal relations with several principals as

well as staff members in those bOdings, 'The

rolplaying situation can be useto alert ew

coordinator's to problems they are likely to'

encounter,

a

14J

ADVANTkdES'
1

As it relates to the product. The rol playing acti jty may make it possible to anticipate proI3,

ferns in the implementation prod, ,This should rbilt inletter understanding of the product

and ainore systematic i f Mentation'ptocess,

As it t

r 1 is

to Ole client, T repar .00,4 10prnent of staff hers 'contributs

their receptivity tloCaieer, educa ion, absol *ly essential to assign competent'personnel

to implemen*OnirOles.,

44

4:

As it relates to the advocate, lifle playing provides th

ing individuals for implementation of career educati

hers who are chang'r tg roles. ,

F.
advocate with a' technique for sensiti'z

It is particularly helpful for staff mem-

DISADVANTAGE'S

As it relates to the'!duct, None,

i.

As it relates,td the cliept., he technique requires careful obr ation by the supervisor. He or

she should look for miscurin the situation and correct iheltors accordingly,

4

As it relies ta the advOcate The advocate must be able to determine the individuals most

likely to profit from r e playing: This is difficult to do and at times results in tessions'which

are not helpful.,



" ,
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13. COOPEIOION

Cooperatior4e rs 'to an association of individuals formed for the purpose of achie iog joint

object' Vie. lo .ommori benefit.

DISCUSSION

;

This association of individuals can be between

the advO?ate and the client or among clients, The

reason for codperating is the implementation of

career idUcation, Liaison must be but and main,

tamed between the project director and opinion

leaderi in Iteglient group. Extending cooperation

on relatively minor services, e,g, the providing of

informat4 on specific topics of interest toindi

vidUals:can go a long way toward facilitating tha

use of career edircationipoladucts,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Some school districts are banding together

in a consortium for the purpose of sharing re,

sources and providigg leadership to each other

in the implementation of career education activ.

ities, This cooperative endeavor is likely to

emphasip, the strengths and overcome weak

nesses present in each individual district.

10 !

N

AVANTAGES
1

As it relates to the product, The mutual benefits which accrue during ct .rative activities
tend to overcome implementation problems and reflect favorably on the product.

As itrelates to the bllent, Cobperafron makes available to any individual in,the client, system

school systemsiThis sharing of information ankoncern for
I have a positive ef tett

resources of other peo

implementation activiti

As it relates to the advocate. Cooperation extends the influince of the advocate through a

network of,Individuals and agencies concerned with implementation of Career education,

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. Cooperation sometimes slows the process of implemeqtation

which may cause problems in)scheduling theouse of the product.

As it Mites to the client. Attimes it may be necessary for the client to give pri

party's concern for implementation problems. This disadvantage is offset by the

ithe,advisor gaining insight on how to improve the implementation of career education,

another

ability of,

As it relates to the advocate. The parimary difficulty in using pooperation as a technique is

the amount of time required to coordinite and supervise coop6tative activities. It would,be

possible for the advocate to become so involved in cooperating with other people that .imple

men ion objedtives would not be met,

4,



14. STAFF DEVELOPMENT

The acquisition of, new skills necessary to accommodate the innovation is the intent 'of this

technique.,

jSCUSSION

Any new idea, product, or material ,usually

requires skills not present among existing staff,

Rather than clismiasing'staff and hiring new per-

sonnet, it is usually more efficient and effective to

,upgrade selected individuals in their position. The

staff developMentworkshop is an excellent tool'for

explaining career education and conducting instruc. ,

tion ori'a (fay:tday operation of the product.

Long-term investments in staff development could

best beliandled through credit courses or other

programs designed for the continuing improvement

of staff capabilities. SumMer workshops, as well as

.insdrvice professional days during the school Year,

provide opportunities for staff development.

Frequently, in large, school systems, staff members

work together to 14rn new roles associated with

the innovation, This subsequenqy boosts morale

in manii cases,

ti

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION
4

Career education requires coordination of

employerbased work experiences with the school

program. Many teachers hap not been exposed to

the world of business and industry, It may be

desirable'to conduct an inservice training workshop

on the coordinator's role in career education.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates t)o he product, Staff development activities create a better under'standing of

concepts and i prove capability for implementing career education,

As it relates to

career educatioi

aspects of caree

he client. This technique assures star time and opportunity to prepare'for,

Thistecomes extremely important to the coordinated use of selected

education,

As it relates to t

vocate to promo

activities may to

also provides the

pects of career e

e advocate. A staff development workshop provides the setting for the ad

e the proCluct and instill the desire to use,it, In addition, staff development

e the form of adaptation of the product to local conditions. The setting

opportunity for using consultants and experts to demonstrate selected as-

ucation.

DISADVANTAGES +.\

As it relates to the prodUct. The staff development session may be too brief to allow a good

understanding of the product,

As it relates to the client,'Staff members may not attend the workshop. It may require credit

or pay for the extra hours invested in the workshop. Staff may not see the need for this activ-

ity, or-they may feel that the existence of the workshop i'ndicates their present activities are

not acceptable.

As it relates to the advocate. Staff development activities require time and resources in their

preparation, The advocate may not be able to schedule staff development work after school

hours or at times when teachers are available,

fro



1S. DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING

Differentiated staffing refers to the assignment of differential duties and responsibilities

among the product implementation staff members.

DISCUSSION

This management technique uses 'professionals,

technicians, and laypersons in a manner which is con.

sistent with their knowledge, experience, and capability.

Specializedjasks are assigned to different members of

the teeth; This placement of responsibility brings with

it accountability for achievement of these specialized

tasks. Also implied is the.need for coordination of

team members' activities: Under most circumsfances, .

particularly in small school'systems, this coordination

is the responsibility of the career education project

director.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Differentiated responsibility frequently occurs

between building coordinators of career education n:

and teachers who are heading a'substantive discipline

area. For example, the teacher of mathematics

would be responsible for integrating career education

concepts into instructional materials for the grade

levels in that department. The coordinator of career

education would lend advice on the placement of

career education concepts at specific grade levels.,

The coordinator would act as lia4on between

scheduled learning experiences in mathematics and

other areas of the students' curriculum, e.g,, science,

vocational education, and English.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. Differentiated staffing provides a means of marshaling the most

competent individuals to implement the product. Each implementation task should be assigned

to the appropriate person,

relates to the client. Teachers and administrators know who is responsible for achieving.As

implementation tasks. Each person should be "best" qualified to perform the assigned

duties!: this should lead to incresed job satisfaction.

As it relapirfO the advocite. Differentiated staffing allows the advocate to refer questions and

inquiries to appropriate individuals. Competent, responsible team members shouldYnake the

tasks of advocacy easier.

DISADVANTAGES

--

As it relates to the product. Individuals may b'ecome so specialized that they lose a sensen of

balance for implementing.the complete career education produft.

As it relates to the client. It may become difficult to reach the prbject director if bureaucratic

channels are maintained. Likewise, it may become necessary to contact several individual proj.

ect staffimembers before an inquiry is fully answered.

As it relates to the advocate. The career education project staff may become so specialized

that no one is available to respond to general questions from the community mother sources.

Responding to such requests may place an unreasonable burden on the project director.



4

16. INVOLVEMENT IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

This technique may be defintidas' 'the orite staff to modify existing,educa lona!'

,`materials for the pu'rp?se of diiapting them, to loCa[condkions.4

s

'NO

DISCUSSION

This technique apphls to, the prcifessiOnal

dedication and desire of Staff memberso coftribute

to the improved education'ol StudentS, modify.

ing the career education products to reflect 12:cal

standards and conditions, teachers and administrators

become drawn into the adaphtion activity, thus

accepting some of the objectives and goals of the

program., The opportunity to create and/or

modify an innovation can be,used as an incentive

for soliciting staff support,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Frequently, teacherslare asked to revise an

instructional package, This opportunity`provides

' ahem with recognitionFd influence over instruct

tion which may be useethroughout the school

district, The development, and/or revision oflareer

education materials may take place luring srimer

workshops specially designed for teachfr inputs.

2 1

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to theiprodu4 The opportunity for many staff members of a school district to

modify carter education r9aierials or procedures is viewed as a positive technique, The changes

in the product shoUld refleet local needs.

As it relatei to the client. The revision or adaptation of career dilution materials leaves

teachers and others with a sehse of pride and ownership of the product,

o

As it relates to the advocate. Participation of school staff in product development activities

Creates involvement in the project. Sev rel people working together tench° extend the

hfence of the advocate,
,

v,

DISADVANTAGES 4

As it relates to)the,,product.P The revision and/or adaptation made by local staff may disrupt the

systematic implgentation of the career education program. In the extreme, changes made in

the product could create incompatible situations which destory the original intent of the mate.

rials,

I

t,

1

As it relates to the.client, Teacher d other staff members available to modify the product

may la the requisite experience and knowledge. This lack of capacity within many oiganiz

ations limits the opportunity to use this technique.

As it relates to the advocatecime may not allow the optimUm utilization of staff to adapt the

rroduct. If major modification takes place, the advocate cannot verify the validity and/or

eliability of the untested materials.

A
ti



SMAIISCALE USE Of THE INNOVATION

The intent'Of this technique is a smalscale commitment of resources (funds or time) by the

host.site.

DISCUSSION

An implementation strategy which allows a

produp to be tried incrementally or as segments of

a total product is more likely to be successful than

an allornone implementation approach: It is much

easier to add to a project than to cut back

when unforeseen difficulties arise. Clients need time

to'become acquainted vvith`a new idea, The ability

.of an advocate to present career education in a clear

a imNdiate manner Will, enhance the probability

o acceptance by the clie t. Some materials must

be used as a unit while of ers can be seghiented

more easily,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION.

A school superintendent may wish to try

ca er education in a single school building or area

of the district before committing funds to its ful

fledged iniplementation; This allows intensive

implementatiOn activities in schools with active

opinion leaderS,

ADVANTAGES

As it rela es to the product The trial use of career education allOws for its a ability prior

to a,full-sc e implementation comnlitmeht.

As it relates to the client.nt, Clients have opportunity,to become familiar ,with veer education

product by product, This gotedure reduces confusion and keeps the client f om becoming

overwhelmed by too much responsibility.

L

As relates to the advocate, The initiation of a sm'all,cale implementation activity increases

the probability of future growth and tends to mitigate against failure! Schools selected for

) initial trial use tend to be innovative and accepting of new ideas.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relate

education

to the prod t. It day not be possible to obtain a clear,conception of career

y viewing segments in different locations throughout the district.

Ait relates to the client, The smallicale use of the Product in innovative schoOls may not'

representative of its performance under real world conditions.

As it relates to the advocate, The use of career education to a limiteddegree in several,locations

throughout the distridt may tend to delay the implemehtetio of a morq comprehensive product,

implementation activity. The advocate must recognize the artificiality of investingimplementa,

tion money within very limited scopes of work.

111



8. COMPET111011

Competition refers to the acti

the same desi)ed objective, "

cussioN

The key tothe use of this technique is the ,

otivation of the teachers or Others who are to be

ssociated with the project. Recognitibn, financial

incentives, or other techniqueS may need to be

used in conjunction with competiti& Competition

can be used to make people more aware of careec ,

/ education and generate enthusiasm fo lie imple.

V ,/ mentation activity. 'Certain pr requis must be

obsived: (1) the objectives qlf the activity must'

be clear in the minds of those competing, (21 the

, individuals engaged in core etition should have an

equal chance for achieving the desired objective,

and.,(31 the reiults Of the competition' should be

known to all.

ns of two or more individuals who are interested in obtaining

\\

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Competition may be used as a means.of

sillecting volunteer teachers to pilot test career

education in a school building. This assumes the

'teachers are interested in career education and

believe they.will benefit from their asseciation

with the product in some way.

(It

ADVANTAGES

tvoirmimplim

As it relates ib theproduct The effect of competition upon others usually tends to create a

desire to use the 'iproduct..In this case, career education would be the objective,

As it relates to,the client. Teachers iid students.like to engage in competitive activities. Prizes

should be awarded to the winner. Recognition and some prestige should accrue to the partici,

pating individuals,

f.

Ai it relates to the advocate. ¶This technique enables thtadvocate to select from a broad range

of individuals who are interested in becoming a part of career education, It places the respon

sibility for involvement on the client rather than th'e advocate,

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. Thequalinty of the implementation activity could get 1?st in the

spirit of competition, The individuals could become so concerned about who was selected for'

an activity that product quality could suffer,

I I

As it relates to the client,
.

Competition could become ad keen as to distract the client from the

primary task of using th \career education materials and procedures.

As it relates to the advocate. The notion of winners and losers is implied, in competition. Losers

should be compensated with other incentives. The advocate is responsible for assuring this com-

pensation,

-1



19. BARGAINING

`This technique usually involves negotiation betw6en two parties, frequently an employer and

a union representative, on the exchange of goodsor services.

DISCUSSION

In recent years, b gaining haibecome

associated with the ren of contracts betWeen

a teachers' union and a 'cho61 district, While

this is the most frequent use.of the technique,

selective ajpectS aining take place in many

day-toay exchanges between the advocate and

those near him/her. This technique is Used most

appropriately when those involved possess an

equal power base. Rarely is bargaining effective

with a superior or a sibordinate; it usually occurs

on an organized group basis, The element of

compromise is seep as essential in this process,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

The career education advocate may find

,it necessary to meet with officials of the teachers'

unit ,on days set aside for the inservicudkation

of staf Lin 'order 10,Oablish careetclucation as a

high priority. Bargaining could occiir over the

decision to set aside funds for:this activiv,

ADVANTAGES

4

As it, relates to the product, None.
4.

a,

As it relates to the client, The use of,bargaining in a negotiation frame of reference can be a

powerful tool for the promotion of special interests. Teachers and other groups can gain

concessions by offering to try new ideas for the school system,

no

As it relates to the advocate. Bargaining gives the advocate the,opportunity to Influence a t

large number of people by negotiating with their representaiive.' Used With discretion, it n

be,effective in implementing career education.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. Involvement in negotiation can become so time consuming as to'

detract from the use of the product.

As it relatts to thetlidot Thetljents inay per:ceive themselves as "losers" in the negotiation

v process. This could result in d'i'eluctance to implement the product,

As it relates to th'e advocate. The client may wish to attack other issues in the negotiation for

career education implementation activities. This could confuse the situation and tend to reduce

the effectiveness of the implementation activities.

so"



'1.

/O. PROMOTIS Of THE PRODUCT

, ,

This technique contributes to the perceived value of a product by providing information

which emphasizes its positive characteristics,
k

,1

DISCUSSION

The purpose ,of this technique is to convince

the client of the desirability of using'career educa-

tion materials and' procedures, is done by ,

supporting Claims for the prOdUct wt factual

infortnation as, much as possible. Par color aspects

of career eduiation may -be emphasize as a unique

solution to a local problem. This pr otion may

take the form of endorsernents by c edible sources

of information, Community' leaders, school officials,

and students afe effective promoters of the product.

THE,TECHNIOUE IN ACTION

Promotion of the product through:Jeaflets,

posters, mass media onnouncmenti and other forms

of writtenlverbal materials is most effective in

creating awareness of career education concepts

and rIrocedures.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product, Promotional Materials such as well designed, brochures and posters

tend to leave positive impressions of career education in the mind of the reader.

As it relates to the client Most people welcome the oppOrlunity to gain more information and

insightinto an innoidtiOn. V~

,

'kit relates to the advocate. PromAonal materials make the job of the advocate easier,

Leaflets may be left with an audience after a presentation to help them think about the

product.

. I

DISADVAN,TAGES,..

As it relates to the product Usually the message is standardized, allowing a minimumoppor
; tunity for unique applications of the product to a local setting,

\it

As it relates to the client, The promotional material's may raise the clients' expectations for

high performance: Dents may be somewhat sus icious of a large amount of promotionol
P

information,,

, As it relates to the.advocate, It may be not be possible to anticipate exactly those aspects of

career education. which are likely to appeal most directly to clients' values and needs.,

L



DISCI

ENDORSEMENT BY AUTHORITIES

teehrlique is desitined as an expressiOn of approval of the innovation by persons who are

respected by members of the user audience.

city may be derived from an official

position "such as that held by a school principal or

from informal associations of the type 'exhibited

by an opinion leader, Individuals frequently make

decisions on the strength of recommendations from

theirfriends. Persons with high credibility are capable

of lending intellectual and social support to.usersof

career education, Teachers and others in the school

system need to be *ded periodically of the

importance placed dr/tamer education by the

superintendent and building principal,

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

One way to gain the confidence of local

business p4sons in the community is to obtain the

endorsement of a civic organization. Such action

se ms to legitimize career education activities in

the community. Another example of the use of

this technique is the selection of respected teachers

in school buildings to first try the career education

product,

r

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product, The product is likely to receive more consideration by users if ir
'they know it has the approval of authorities.

As it relates to the client The use of credible individuals in the development and adoption of

career education tends to develop confidence in the dent. They feel free to express their

concern to the opinion leaders,

As it relates to the advocate. The endorsement'of the product by respected individuals extends

the network of advocates, It flukes the implementation task easier and broadens the base of

support for career education

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the prod*. The product may be rejected without receiving due consideration

if the endoisements are perceived as directives.

As it relates to the client. The intended users of, the innovation may not agree with the cam,

ments and opinions of authorities, The clients may not perceive,he endorsers as members

of their group.

As it 'relates to the advocate. It may take time to identify the appropriate opinion leaders in

the client group. The opinion leaders and other authorities may not be willing to give their

full support to the innovation; '°

M
;IA
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RECOGNITION Of TRIAL USERS

This technique refers to the special attention n to, early users of the innovation.

DISOBSION

Every individual desires to be respected in the

eyes of others. 'This desire sometimes motivates them

to volunteer for assignments which contain a certain

amount of risk and uncertainty. Individuals w

perform well under these conditions deserve r cog.

nitIon as early users Of career education materials

and procedures, This technique goes-haricHn,hand

with other techniques listed in the publication, such

as the solicitation of volunteers who are competing

for the privilege'of being involved in the project.

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product If participants in career eddati

recognized for it, the quality of their performarice should co

of the product.'

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Thp,re are many ways to recognize the contribu.

tions of those involved in career education: (1) their

work could be diiplayed on bulletin boards, (2) ar

tides about their career education activities could be

published in the local newspaper, or (3) they' could

be asked to demonstrate career education practices

to other teachers in the district.

X

12

n like what they do, and are ,

tribute to the effectiveness

As it relates to the client. ,Recognition gives the cliept a sense of pride and confidence in

themselves, It should be consistent with, peer group expecte ions of the individual.

As it relates to the advocate. It provides the advo'cate with n avenue for rewarding outstanNi

performance, Such recognition tends to influence other perperson' in the district thus estilalishihg

expectations for high performance on the project.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. This technique can be overdone. The time spent on congratulating

project staff could detract from product development and implementation activities. se,

As it td the client. Some clients may feel the recognition is not merited or tends to

downgrad the contributions of other staff members.

As it relates to the advocate. The technique could be time consuming, Fair judgments about

the contributibns of staff members must be made.



23. FINANCIAL INCENTIVE

Financial incentive is the use'ofmoney to encourage involvement in some activity or

program,

DISCUSSION

Implicit in this technique is the concept of

"pump priming," This is the use of Initial funds to,

encourage use of products and materials for a short

time. Another approach is the use of funds to, match

state or federal monies, Most individuals require

some incentive for involvement in any new activity.

Educational innovations, such as career education,

ask teachers and administrators to investtime after

school 'and on weekends to develop and implement

the product This time should be compensated with

rewards (recognition Or, money),

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Funds may be used to pay substitute teachers

for classroom activities during the development and/or

modification o areer education materials. Funds are

necessary if to ers are to be transported to other

sites when vie mg career education activities.

1 eel

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to'the product. Priorities shouild bft, piaci onhose activities most essential to

product development and implementation, One way to dp this is to budet funds.for staff

inserIvice activities: ,

As it relates to the client. Financial incentive serves to motivate individuals to excel in

performance, Funds should be available forinstructional materials or other needs of clients

who perform on assigned tasks,

7 As it relates to the advocate. Fjnandial incentives may be'used selectively for high priority

taski, Some budget flexibility should be maintained when implementing career education r

materials.

DISADVANTAGES;

As it relates to the product. Monies diverted to implementation activities are no available to

furthej develop and refine the career education procedures and materials themse vet
,

As it relates to the client. Individuals may not be available to take advantage of the monetary

remuneration paid for ,add)tional work performed.

As it relates to the advocate. The, advocate'may not have the authority to spend money from

selected categories of the budget,

t.



24. OVERSTATEMENT

Overstatement is the deliberate use Ostrong demands in an effort to gain an advantage over

competing courses of action,

--(-- DISCUSSION

. , This technigue is designed to influence others by
, citing extreme earnples of the need for the product.

Overstatement is most often used, 1n negotiations to

bargain for power, ,Frequently, it becomes necessary

to compromise with the other side. This is particularly

true if thevverstatements are not reasonable. You

should be prepared to back down on your demands in

the interest of moving forward with product implemen

.1,to 'on activities. By relaxing your demands, you can

gain relit from the other side and reach a compromise

solu on to the problem.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

The inservice education specialist May describe,

in detail the knowledge and skill needed by staff when

bargaining with the representative of the teachers'

anion forinservice time with teachers, Teachers'

professional days on the school calendar are limited;

usually, negotiation is required to obtain these days

to address specific topics.

."

11

5

ADVANTAGES

As it relates tb the product, This technique tends to place the product in its best light.

Overstatement of the need tends to increase the desire of the client to install the products

As it relates to the client. None,

Al it relates to the advocate. Overstatement gives the Advocate an initial advantage in

negotiations, however, this advantage miy be diminished when the other side realizes the

advocate is willing to compromise his polition,

DISADVANTAGES

As it rel tea to the product, Overstatement of need for the product may create an unrealistic

expectafon for what the product can achieve.

As it rola as to the client. The use of overstatement by an adv ate places the client at a

disadvan age because the client does not know what to believe. his delusion is reinforced

when the advocate backs down from the previous position.

As it relates to the advocate, Overstatementiibout the need for the product must be carefully

timed to be effective. The advocate may misjudge the readiness of the other side to compromise.



25. DEADLINES

This technique is intended to establish a date or a time when an aspect of career eduCation is

to be implemented,
4

DISCUSSION

The technique assumes that the advocate has the

authority to establish deadlines. Their enforcement

Can be a problem beca,ule unforeseen circumstances'

tend to interrupt sdheduled activities. Nevertheless,

to technique is useful for planning future activities,

The deadline encourages the users in the pursuit of

project goals and establishes'a mechanism for

accountability. Realistic timetables are essential.

Deadlines are of little value unless they are maintained.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

The development of career educatio rials

usually requires advice from a number of The

'deadline may be used to curb extensive co e

work. It serves to orient individuals tó tasks d set

expectations for the completion of products.,

131

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product The deadline provides target dates for incorporating career education

into the field site. It can serve to increase product effectiveness if sufficient time and money have

been allocated for the implementation task.

As it relates to the client. Time deadlines can orient clients to ta0cs. Realistic due dates can

pace the work load toward the completion of tasks.

As it relates to the advocate. Advocates can use,time dealines as a mechanism for monitoring

th;implementation of products and procedures. Deadlines can serve to highlight areas of need

for more funds or mention in the implementation process.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relatei to the product. The deadline may be supeclicially imposed without regard for the

; nature of'the task. Product development may falter In order to give the appearance of imple

mentation.

As it relates to the client. If the deadline Is unrealistic, the client is likely tp object. The dead

line does not, intrinsically contribute to the implementation process. It does serve to alert the

clients as well as others to the progress of the implementation activity.

As it relates to advocate. Anxiety levels,for the advocate's staff as well as the client's increase

, if deadlines are not met. It may beconinecessary to adjust deadlines in view of unforeseen

circumstances.

142



6. If911 MAN

fterpbr
This techniqqe defined as an authoritative command'as in a school board decision, legislative

\ieiactment, or judicial decision,

a

DISCUSSION

Compliance with this command ,is expected.

These legal sanctions are imposed for the purpose

of it4lementing innovations such As career,education.'

The mandates are most often given. b? )rOaSiate,,O,r

national goVernments. They are soniatiMeS erif arced

thraugh,court actions or by relating reir4Oriement

policies to compliance with the mandate. The legal

mandate is most effective Whemapid use of an

innovation is desired,

;0)

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

0'

Some state, legislatures have taken the initiative

in mandating careereducation for school systems by

a specific date, Usually, this legislative action does

not spell out in detail exactly what is expected of

,.,, each school district. Therefore, local educators have

flexibility in implementation of the command.

rAD,VANTAGES

A it relates to thelsroducti It assures some iniplirnentation of career education by the

specified date, UsUally, such mandatesare not rilsOed directly to a particular prbduct.

Adaptations of the product may occur as needed.

'As it relates to the client. The legal mandate sets expectitions for use of the ptoduct,,',I't

gives the Client a date for thccompletion of Implementation activities, ,

As it relates to the advocate, The use,of legal commands generalrycan assure minimum

compliance. The advocate must use this techpique carefully to minimize resistance.

DISADVANTAGES

it relates to the product, Rapid implementation of career educationlo comply with legal

requirements may result in the superficial acceptance of the' underlying cOneepts. ,The man. '

date may not allow sufficient opportunity to test and deVelOP the product onisit'et,'

relates to the client. 2ients may perceive that their freedom to reject the innovation has

been diminished. Therefore, they may resist use of the product.

r '4!

As' it relates, to theidaocete. It is very difficult to ensure acceptance of career education

through legal mandates. Usually, the advocate cannot sufficiently supervise educators to

determine if appropriate materials and procedure's are being used in educational



11, FAIT ACC010.1

e:

The decision to use a product, pnd,consequently make changes WithOutconsulting users in

advance, is the meaning of this technique,

DISCUSSION

A "fait accompli" implies the need to overcome

time dlayx,ar, any. potentiarresistance by assuring

the imPlelrentetison.Of, product. This maybe effec-

tive in the short.run; however, it tends to generate

feelings of helplessness among clients and contributes

to a poor self .image. The implementation of a product

in this manner raises questions about its survival when

ever supervisote not present to observe staff be

hqvior. It is a . thoritarian technique which has

limited application in the school syStem.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

SoM'etirries, superintendents of school districts

and other administrators make commitments to out-

side agencies which involve school principals and

teachers without informing them in advance,

ADVANTAGES .

As it relates to theprodut. This technique Ornotes inimediethse of the product.

6
At it Mite's to the client. Clients are.immediatelY aware of their obligations for implementing

carter:education;
I

As it relates to the idrocate. If the technique is successful; it reduces or eliminates the need

for advocacy. The time requited for collective decision.making is reduced.

'DISADVANTAGES

,P

f As it relates to the product. The product may not receive due consideration by 'users if they

are left out of the decision to accept the *duct.

Alit relates to the client. Clients may'reject a product which they may perceiVe to be for'clid

upon them. This may result in sabotage'or other indicqtions of resistant behavior,

As It relates to the adv.oilite. This technique may create resistance whiCh can lead to confrom

tation between teachers and administrators! The advocate is placed in a mediating role which

is untenable, because he or shq has no authority to allow changes in product implementation

' practices.



STRATEGIC OMER Of FAH

Strategic replacement is the substitution of staff members in a key position to improve project

effectiveness.

ISCUSSION

The disMissalor transfer of staff to other

uildings sometimes allows a career education project

(director to make up for lost time in an installation

activity, This technique assumes the advocate has the

a.uthoritylp reassign or otherwise remove staff from

their present position. Therefore, it is difficult for
s, 4

the subordinate to use this technique for persons who

are supervising their work. The replacement of staff ,

has serious and major consequences on the installation

1
'progress of innovations. It should be seldom used and

then only with discretion. When project staff'are

changed, a new influence network among clients must

be established, This may result in time delays and

other disadvantages to the systematic useof career

education products.

THE TECHNJQUE IN ACTION

If akareer education building coordinator has

not been effective in gaining the confidence of the

teachers and others who should use the product, then

he or she should be replaced. The career education

project director should check with the building

principal and others in advance of the decision

concerning who would be affected by the replace. c

r

ADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. When necessary, the replacement of staff facilitates the imple/

mentation of the product in a client setting. Hopefully, the new staff member is familiar with

career education and can do a better job of communicating its virtues to the client.

As it relates to the client. The replacement staff member should be more knowledgeable about

the client, thus potentially more effective than the previous individual.

As it relate to the advocate. When ittecomes necessary to replace a staff member, the

advocate's task should be facilitated. It is very important for the project team to work

together in a harmonious, effective manner.

DISADVANTAGES

As it relates to the product. The repla ement of a key staff member may delay im

procedures temporarily, thus product tilization may take place slowly during t

transitiOn,

enta

s period of

ion

As it relates to the client. When staff members are replaced the client must become acquainted

with another person. This takes time! Old loyalties to the replaced person may become

obstacles to future progress.

As it relates to the advocate. The replacement of a key staff member usually causes disruption

and inconvenience in the implementation program, The project director must judge the long

range benefits of replacing key staff members when compared to the short run problems of

bringing new individuals into the project.
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29. 'VATS Of PUNISHMENT

This technique would imply a penalty 'for clients who failed to comply with the requeits of
0

the advocate.

DISCUSSION

The negative incentive associated with this

technique makes it very difficult to use effectively

in an educational setting. Most educators possess

a selfimagewhich does not allow the use of direc.

tive techniques on other persons. A threatened

loss of privilege or negative sanction imposed on

segments of the.school system tends to alienate

individuals against the project. The change which

may be produced in observed behavior is likely

to be superficial and nonpermanent. The

technique is designed to direct individuals to

comply with the needs of the program.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Career education project directors sometimes

become frustrated with the slow rate of acceptance

of the product. They may tend at times to threaten

teachers with reprisals if they do not instruct sm.

dents in career education. An examoleof such a

threat would be informing the principal of 4thers

who are'negligent in their duties with the career

education project.

ADVANTAES

As it relates to the product. This technique may be useful in promoting the use of the product

with selected individuals who would respond to "the more than to the carrot."

As it relates to the client. Teachers and administrators in the school system are confronted

with the need to integrate career education with the rest of the school, It is necessary at times 1

to communicate the need for improvement in the acceptance of the career education product,

As it relates to the advocate. A verbal or written threat can at times produce change in observed

behavior which is consistent with the needs of the implementation activity. This technique

should be used after other approaches have been tried unsuccessfully,

DISADVANTAGES

As it relatei to the product. The harsh treatment of product users by the advocate could result

in damage to the career education materials; that is, users of career education Maytnot feel corn

pelled to invest their, best effort when they feel threatened.

As it relates to the client. Clients are likely to resent threats of punishment from the advocate.

This resentment could lead to a stalemate in the implementation of career education, or could

result in open4confrontation between the resistors and the advocate.

As it relates to the advocate. The threat of punishment is a last resort for theadvocate; If this

technique fails, the advocate has little recourse but to refer clients to other individuals with

greater authority than the advocate.
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3U. STRIliES/BOICOIT

'This tee as a form of sanction usually applied in an attempt to close the school.

DISCUSSION

A strike or boycott is used to call attention to

the need for,changes in the school system, Ttie

application of the technique to career education

implementation would be a novel use. Most

frequently the technique is used to demand

increases in salary or improvements in working

conditions, A strike or boycott, in effect, with-

draws the services of one party from that of the

other in an attempt to induce compliance to

demands, This technique is sometimes associated

with bargaining in an attempt to demonstrate power,

or bring pressure to bear on negotiated demands.

The legality of strikes and boycotts should be

investigated before they are used. The consequences

of work stoppage as a result of a strike or boycott are

so severe that teachers in a school system may be

divided against each other on the advisability of

o using this technique.

THE TECHNIQUE IN ACTION

Teachers in one school building being asked

to implement career education may boicott an

informational meeting as a symbol of defiance to

the administrative order,
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k)VANT GES

As i\i relates to ih product. None,

jAs it relates to the client. Thrcichnique allows the persons participatin in the strike or boy.

cott to place their grievances tlefore the public. Participants may findp

i
rsonal animosities

caused by the strike will continue following the resolution of the problem:

As it relaies to the advocate. A strike or boycott could focus on career education as a product

to be implemented. This would provide the advocate with increased awareness of the need for

career education,

DISADVANTAGES

, k it relates to the product. A strike or boycott is likely to delay implementation activities,

This could be harmful to the full utilization of career education in the school system:

As it relates to the client. A strike or boycott tends to bypass established procedures for

stating grievances and complaints in school systems. Participants in strikes and boycotts may

find themselves at odds with other staff who do not support the strike or boycott.

As it relates to the advocate. The advocate may lose control of the situation and find the

implementation process completely stymied by unsettled issues which are peripheral to the

concern of career education,
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